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Abstract
A general formalism for the calculation of the differential cross section and polar-
ization observables, for the process of deuteron electrodisintegration, is developed
in the framework of relativistic impulse approximation. A detailed analysis of the
general structure of the differential cross section and polarization observables for
the e− + d → e− + n + p reaction is derived, using the formalism of the struc-
ture functions. The obtained expressions have a general nature and they hold
in the one–photon–exchange mechanism, assuming P–invariance of the hadron
electromagnetic interaction. The model of relativistic impulse approximation is
introduced and the final state interaction is taken into account by means of the
unitarization of the helicity amplitudes. A detailed description of the unitariza-
tion procedure is also presented.
Using different parametrizations of the deuteron wave functions, the following
polarization observables are calculated in the kinematical region of quasi–elastic
deuteron electrodisintegration: the asymmetry for the scattering of longitudinally
polarized electrons on a polarized deuteron target, the proton and neutron polar-
izations (for longitudinally polarized electron beam or vector–polarized deuteron
target). The sensitivity to the neutron electric form factor is also thorougly
investigated.
The predictions of the model are compared with the results of recent polar-
ization measurements and a good agreement with the existing experimental data
has been obtained.
This paper is dedicated to the memory of Professor Michail P. REKALO
Chapter 1
Introduction
The deuteron, a unique two–nucleon bound system, is one of the fundamental
objects in nuclear physics. It has been studied for decades theoretically as well
as experimentally. The processes of elastic
ℓ+ d→ ℓ+ d, ℓ = e, µ, ν
and inelastic
ℓ+ d→ ℓ+ n+ p,
νµ + d→ µ− + p+ p,
ν¯e + d→ e+ + n + n
lepton–deuteron scattering are the simplest nuclear processes where the weak
and electromagnetic characteristics of the two–body nuclear system appear. The
fundamental properties of the deuteron, with zero isotopic spin and unit spin,
lead to the unique possibility of selecting specific reaction mechanisms and to
study interesting polarization phenomena [1, 2, 3].
Today a large interest in the deuteron studies arises from the possibility to
access the kinematical region of large momentum transfer squared, Q2 = −k2
(from the incident lepton to the hadron system), i.e., very short internucleon
distances. In the space-like region1, that we consider here, Q2 > 0.
Measurements of even very small cross sections and of different polarization
observables can be actually realized at high-duty cycle electron accelerators, due
to the recent developments of polarized electron sources, polarized targets (p, d
and 3He) and polarimeters for nucleons and deuterons (for a recent review, see,
for instance, [4]).
When addressing, more specifically, the electromagnetic properties of the
deuteron, the main question concerns the description of the three elastic deuteron
form factors in terms of the calculated deuteron wave function and of the elec-
tromagnetic isoscalar nucleon form factors.
1We use the Feynman metric where k2
µ
= k2
0
− ~k2.
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At low momentum transfer the deuteron can be understood as a system of
two nucleons interacting via the known nucleon–nucleon interaction. The predic-
tions agree quite well with the data within the impulse approximation (IA) when
accounting for the one–body current only. At higher momentum transfers, the
two–body contributions are known to be important (meson–exchange currents).
If the quark degrees of freedom do need to be taken explicitly into account is still
under investigation.
From the experimental point of view the determination of the three elastic
electromagnetic deuteron form factors (FF): charge GC , quadrupole GQ, and
magneticGM , requires the measurement of the differential cross section and of one
polarization observable. Two structure functions A(Q2), and B(Q2) are related to
the forward and backward differential cross section respectively. Together with
the measurement of the tensor polarization of the deuteron, t20, in the elastic
scattering of unpolarized electron by unpolarized deuteron target, they allow the
full determination of the deuteron FFs.
Recent experiments at the Jefferson Laboratory, JLab, (USA), measured the
forward cross section of elastic ed–scattering up to Q2 ≃ 6 GeV2, with a lumi-
nosity of 4.7 · 1038 cm−2 s−1 [5]. The highest Q2 data point corresponds to a
cross section of ≃ 10−41 cm2/sr. The tensor polarization could be measured up
to Q2 ≃ 1.9 GeV2 [6]. The limitation is due to the fact that such polarization
measurement necessitates a double scattering and the efficiency of a tensor po-
larimeter, based on the charge exchange d(p, pp)n reaction, is of the order of 10−3
[7].
This method, for disentangling the deuteron FFs, has been known and applied
since the 60’s [8] and holds in frame of the one-photon exchange mechanism.
Going to large values of momentum transfer, it has been pointed out [9] that, at
some point, the two-photon exchange mechanism may become important. The
necessity of verifying the presence and the importance of this mechanism from the
data itself has been recently discussed [10]. In particular, such mechanism would
induce vector polarization of the scattered deuteron, even in the scattering of
unpolarized particles. A non-vanishing vector polarization of the recoil deuteron
could be measured using a deuteron polarimeter based on elastic dp-scattering
[11].
The existing data definitely show that the two-nucleon structure of the deuteron
holds in the measured range of momentum transfer. It has been shown that the
simple picture of a deuteron as a bound two nucleon system is compatible with
the existing data, using definite prescriptions for the nucleon FFs [12]. However,
a systematic difference appears between the last JLab data [6] and previous MIT
data [13], in the overlapping range, which makes the determination of the zero of
GC less precise. Data from Novosibirsk, using a polarized deuteron target [14],
seem to favor the last JLab data.
Indeed, fundamental elements for the description of the deuteron structure
are the nucleon electric GEN (Q
2) and magnetic GMN (Q
2) FFs, (N = n, p).
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The deuteron has been studied not only to check our understanding of the two–
nucleon system, but also to get information on the neutron FFs. As a pure
neutron target is not available, much of our knowledge of the neutron charge
FF GEn (Q
2) came, in the past, from precision studies of the deuteron structure
function (SF) A(Q2) [15, 16]. Only very recently, experiments involving both
polarized electrons and polarized target (recoil–nuclei) have allowed us to get
access to GEn (Q
2) via other polarization observables. At large Q2, however,
GEn (Q
2) is still unknown, a fact that represents a serious handicap for the
quantitative understanding of the deuteron charge FF. Data on GEn (Q
2) are
also very important for our understanding of the electromagnetic structure of the
nucleon and are essential for the interpretation of electromagnetic multipoles of
nuclei.
Experiments using polarized electrons and polarized target nuclei or recoil
polarimetry lead to higher precision, because one has direct access to the inter-
ference terms involving the product GEn (Q
2) GMn (Q
2) [17, 18, 19]. In the
measurement of the neutron FFs, the lack of a free neutron target is a major dif-
ficulty, which is only partially overcome due to the progress in the construction
of 2H and 3He-targets.
Two kinds of polarization experiments for the e− + d → e− + n + p reaction
are especially interesting for this aim: the scattering of longitudinally polar-
ized electrons by a vector polarized deuteron target, ~d(~e, e′n)p, with detection of
the scattered electron and neutron (or proton) [20, 21, 22, 23], and the scatter-
ing of longitudinally polarized electrons by an unpolarized deuteron target, with
measurement of the neutron polarization, d(~e, e′~n)p [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Such ex-
periments have been performed or are planned at NIKHEF (Amsterdam), ELSA
(Bonn), MAMI (Mainz), MIT (Bates) and JLab, at momentum transfer squared
up to 2 GeV2.
Let us only mention the possibility to extract nucleon FFs in experiments
with polarized 3He target. Such experiments have been performed in Mainz [29]
where the ratio of the x- and z-components of the 3He polarization has been
measured. However, the structure of 3He, being a 3-nucleon system, is more
complicated in comparison with deuteron.
Concerning the proton FFs, very precise data [30, 31] obtained with the recoil
proton polarization method [17], show a large deviation from the dipole-like be-
havior generally assumed. These data require a revision of the models of nucleon
and deuteron structure and show that polarization phenomena represent a unique
tool in order to reach high precision measurements at large momentum transfer.
In the case of polarized nuclear targets, such as ~d or ~3He, the extraction
of the electric and magnetic FFs or their ratios from polarization observables,
requires the careful study of various nuclear effects, as well as the final state
nucleon-nucleon interaction (FSI).
In particular, in the case of deuteron electrodisintegration in quasi-elastic
kinematics, a correct and effective extraction of GEn needs an adequate theo-
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retical interpretation of the reaction mechanism in e− + d → e− + n + p. First
of all, the main symmetry properties of electromagnetic hadron interaction have
to be taken into account, such as the conservation of the hadronic electromag-
netic current (for the subprocess γ∗ + d → n + p, where γ∗ is a virtual photon),
i.e., the gauge invariance of the electromagnetic interaction and the relativistic
invariance.
The problem of relativistic corrections to the standard nonrelativistic ap-
proach has been widely discussed in the literature. For deuteron electrodisinte-
gration, it has been shown that relativistic effects appear at rather low energies
and lead to a substantial modification of the observables [32, 33, 34, 35, 36].
Nucleons produced in γ∗d → np are relativistic at relatively small Enp. Indeed,
the proton momentum at the pion production threshold, Enp = 140 MeV, in the
center of mass system (CMS), is p=370 MeV/c; that is, p/m ≈ 0.4, where m is
the nucleon mass.
Relativistic effects cannot be included as corrections, in the region of relative
large Q2, and a fully relativistic approach is required. The description of FSI has
also to be properly taken into account. In order to decrease the model dependence
of FSI, one should avoid approaches based on the nonrelativistic concept of NN-
potentials. Instead of NN-potentials, a model independent description of FSI
in γ∗ + d → n + p can be derived from the phases of NN-scattering, which are
available from the phase-shift analysis of the huge amount of data about the NN-
interaction. The relativistically invariant impulse approximation (RIA) [37], with
subsequent unitarization of the corresponding multipole amplitudes [38], seems
the most appropriate model for the description of e− + d→ e− + n + p.
The description of the deuteron structure can be done in terms of wave func-
tions. Note, in this respect, that only the kinematical region for e− + d →
e− + n + p, which corresponds to quasi-elastic e− + n∗ → e− + n scattering (n∗
is a virtual neutron), is especially sensitive to neutron FFs. This region corre-
sponds to the emission of the neutron along the three-momentum of the virtual
photon, when Q2 ≃ W 2 − M2, where M is the deuteron mass and W is the
invariant mass of the produced np-system. In such conditions the virtuality of
the neutron is small, therefore the argument of the deuteron wave function (in
impulse representation) is also small. In conditions of evidently nonrelativistic
momentum, the standard S- and D-components of the deuteron wave function
(DWF), derived from the existing NN-potentials, can be safely used. Therefore,
the four components of the relativistic DWF can be related with good accuracy
to the nonrelativistic S- and D-components u(p) and w(p) [39].
The considered kinematical regime in γ∗ + d→ n+ p, which is the most con-
venient for the determination of GEn , corresponds to nonperturbative QCD at
any value of Q2, so that all the prescriptions of pQCD such as helicity conserva-
tion, quark counting rules, formalism of reduced deuteron FFs or reduced nuclear
matrix elements cannot be applied here [40]. Moreover, all existing experimental
data, including polarization effects, concerning different processes with deuteron
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target: e− + d→ e− + d [6], γ + d→ d+ π0 [41], and γ + d→ n + p [42] do not
confirm the pQCD predictions at JLab energies.
The isoscalar nature of the deuteron allows to get a simple expression for
the P-even asymmetry in the scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons by
unpolarized deuterons which does not depend on the details of the deuteron
structure, in the framework of the Standard Model [43, 44, 45]. The generalization
of this result has been recently done in the case of inelastic electroproduction of
pion on nucleon [46]. Such consideration is very important for the interpretation
of running experiments concerning the study of strange quark components in the
nucleon.
On the other hand, the vector nature of the deuteron (spin S = 1) leads to
the complex spin structure of the deuteron electromagnetic and weak currents.
For spin-one particles, P-odd and T-even electromagnetic FFs are in principle
possible, although their determination requires a large number of polarization
measurements.
In this paper, we develop a general formalism, based on relativistic impulse
approximation, firstly derived in Refs. [47, 48, 49]. We calculate, in particular,
three types of observables in the kinematical region of quasi-elastic deuteron
electrodisintegration: the asymmetry for the scattering of longitudinally polarized
electrons, the proton and the neutron polarization (for longitudinally polarized
electrons and vector polarized deuteron target) and compare the predictions with
the results of recent polarization measurements.
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Chapter 2
General formalism
The general structure of the differential cross section for the e− + d → e− +
n + p reaction can be determined in the framework of the one-photon-exchange
mechanism. The formalism in this section is based on the most general symmetry
properties of the hadron electromagnetic interaction, such as gauge invariance
(the conservation of the hadronic and leptonic electromagnetic currents) and P-
invariance (invariance with respect to space reflections) and does not depend on
the deuteron structure and on details of the reaction mechanism for γ∗+d→ n+p.
In the one–photon–exchange approximation, the matrix element of the deuteron
electrodisintegration reaction
e−(k1) + d(P )→ e−(k2) + p(p1) + n(p2), (2.1)
(the 4-momenta of the corresponding particles are indicated in the brackets) can
be written as
Mfi =
e2
k2
jµJµ, jµ = u¯(k2)γµu(k1), (2.2)
where k1(k2) is the 4-momentum of the initial (final) electron, k = k1 − k2, Jµ is
the electromagnetic current describing the transition γ∗ + d→ n + p.
The electromagnetic structure of nuclei, as probed by elastic and inelastic
electron scattering, can be characterized by a set of response functions or SFs [2,
3]. Each of these SFs is determined by different combinations of the longitudinal
and transverse components of the electromagnetic current Jµ, thus providing
different pieces of information about the nuclear structure or possible mechanisms
of the reaction under consideration. Those ones which are determined by the real
parts of the bilinear combinations of the reaction amplitudes are nonzero in IA,
other ones which originate from the imaginary part of SFs, vanish if FSI are
absent.
The formalism of SFs is especially convenient for the investigation of polar-
ization phenomena in the reaction (2.1). As a starting point, let us write the
general structure for the cross section of the reaction (2.1), when the scattered
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electron and one of the nucleons are detected in coincidence, and the electron
beam is longitudinally polarized 1 [50]:
d3σ
dE ′dΩedΩN
= N
[
Hxx +Hyy + ε cos(2φ)(Hxx −Hyy) + ε sin(2φ)(Hxy +Hyx)
−2εk
2
k20
Hzz −
√−k2
k0
√
2ε(1 + ε) cosφ(Hxz +Hzx)
−
√−k2
k0
√
2ε(1 + ε) sin φ(Hyz +Hzy)∓ iλ
√
(1− ε2)(Hxy −Hyx)
∓iλ
√−k2
k0
√
2ε(1− ε) cosφ(Hyz −Hzy)
±iλ
√−k2
k0
√
2ε(1− ε) sinφ(Hxz −Hzx)
]
, (2.3)
N = α
2
64π3
E ′
E
p
MW
1
1− ε
1
(−k2) ,
~|k| =
√
(W 2 +M2 − k2)2 − 4M2W 2/2W,
ε−1 = 1− 2
~k2Lab
k2
tan2(
ϑe
2
), Hµν = JµJ
∗
ν .
The z axis is directed along the virtual-photon momentum ~k, the momentum
of the detected nucleon ~p lies in the xz plane (reaction plane); E(E ′) is the
energy of the initial (scattered) electron in the deuteron rest frame (laboratory
system), dΩe is the solid angle of the scattered electron in the laboratory (Lab)
system, dΩN(p) is the solid angle (value of the three-momentum) of the detected
nucleon in np–pair CMS, φ is the azimuthal angle between the electron scattering
plane and the reaction plane, k0 = (W
2 + k2 −M2)/2W is the virtual-photon
energy in the np–pair CMS, W is the invariant mass of the final nucleons W 2 =
M2+k2+2M(E−E ′), λ is the degree of the electron longitudinal polarization, ε
is the degree of the linear polarization of the virtual photon. The upper (bottom)
sign corresponds to electron (positron) scattering. This expression holds for zero
electron mass. The electron mass will be neglected hereafter wherever possible.
If we single out the nucleon Dirac spinors, we can write the following ex-
pression for the electromagnetic current Jµ which determines the hadronic tensor
Hµν
Jµ = u¯α(p1)T
µ
αβ(p1, p2; k, P )Oββ′ ˜¯uβ′(p2), (2.4)
where O = iτ2C, τ2 is the isospin matrix, C is the Dirac matrix of charge
conjugation. The matrix T µ(p1, p2; k, P ) must be P-invariant and satisfy the
gauge invariance condition, kµT
µ = 0. The generalized Pauli principle requires
T µ(p1, p2; k, P )O = −[T µ(p2, p1; k, P )O]T , where the upper index T indicates the
1The polarization states of the deuteron target and of the final nucleons can be any
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transpose operation. Under these conditions, the matrix T µ can be represented
as
T µ =
18∑
i=1
Hi(s, t, u)I
µ
i , (2.5)
where Hi are the invariant amplitudes depending on the invariant variables s =
(p1 + p2)
2, t = (k − p1)2, u = (k − p2)2. The invariant forms Iµi (i = 1 − 18) can
be chosen as [49]
Iµ1 =
1
2m2
(KµU · k − Uµk · K), Iµ2 =
1
2m2
(UµQ · k −Qµk · U),
Iµ3 =
1
2m2
(Uµk
2 − kµk · U), Iµ4 =
U · K
4m4
[Kµ(k2 − 4Q · k)−K · k(kµ − 4Qµ)],
Iµ5 =
U · K
4m4
(kµQ · k −Qµk2), Iµ6 =
Uˆ
4m3
[Kµ(k2 − 4Q · k)−K · k(kµ − 4Qµ)],
Iµ7 =
Uˆ
4m3
(kµQ · k −Qµk2), Iµ8 =
1
2m
(Uµkˆ − γµk · U),
Iµ9 =
U · k
2m3
(γµk
2 − kµkˆ), Iµ10 =
U · K
m3
(γµk
2 − kµkˆ),
Iµ11 =
1
2m3
[kˆ(QµU · k + 2KµU · K)− γµ(Q · kU · k + 2K · kU · K)],
Iµ12 =
1
2m3
[kˆ(KµU · k + 2QµU · K)− γµ(K · kU · k + 2Q · kU · K)],
Iµ13 =
U · k
4m2
(kˆγµ − γµkˆ), Iµ14 =
U · K
2m2
(kˆγµ − γµkˆ),
Iµ15 =
1
2m2
[(kˆUˆ − Uˆ kˆ)Kµ − (γµUˆ − Uˆγµ)K · k],
Iµ16 =
1
2m2
[(kˆUˆ − Uˆ kˆ)Qµ − (γµUˆ − Uˆγµ)Q · k],
Iµ17 =
1
2m2
[(kˆUˆ − Uˆ kˆ)kµ − (γµUˆ − Uˆγµ)k2], Iµ18 = −
i
2m
εµαβγUαkβγγγ5, (2.6)
where K = (p1 − p2)/2, Q = (p1 + p2)/2, Uµ is the deuteron polarization four-
vector, P · U = 0. Assuming the conservation of the leptonic jµ and hadronic Jµ
electromagnetic currents the matrix element can be written as
Mfi = eeµJµ = e~l · ~J, eµ = e
k2
jµ, ~l =
~e · ~k
k20
~k − ~e. (2.7)
In the final nucleon CMS we get Mfi = eϕ
†
1Fϕ
c
2, where ϕ
†
1 and ϕ
c
2 = σ2ϕ˜
†
2 are
the proton and neutron spinors, respectively. The amplitude F can be chosen as
F = iεαβγlαUβkγF1 + iεαβγlαUβpγF2 + i~l · ~kεαβγUαkβpγF3 + i~l · ~pεαβγUαkβpγF4
+~U · ~k~σ ·~lF5 + ~U · ~p~σ ·~lF6 +~l · ~k~σ · ~UF7 +~l · ~p~σ · ~UF8 +~l · ~U~σ · ~kF9
8
+~l · ~U~σ · ~pF10 +~l · ~k~U · ~k~σ · ~kF11 +~l · ~k~U · ~p~σ · ~kF12 +~l · ~p~U · ~k~σ · ~kF13
+~l · ~p~U · ~p~σ · ~kF14 +~l · ~k~U · ~k~σ · ~pF15 +~l · ~k~U · ~p~σ · ~pF16 +~l · ~p~U · ~k~σ · ~pF17
+~l · ~p~U · ~p~σ · ~pF18, (2.8)
where Fi (i = 1 − 18) are the scalar amplitudes which completely determine the
reaction dynamics. The formulae connecting the invariant (Hi) and scalar (Fi)
amplitudes are given in Appendix 1. The above structures arise naturally in
the transition from four- to the two–component spinors. As it is seen from Eq.
(2.3), the cross section and the polarization characteristics of the process under
consideration are determined only by the space components of the hadronic tensor
Hµν . Let us consider a polarized deuteron target. Then, the deuteron spin–density
matrix can be written in the form [51]
UµU
∗
ν = −
1
3
(
gµν − PµPν
M2
)
+
i
2M
εµναβsαPβ + Sµν , (2.9)
where sα is the 4-vector of the deuteron vector polarization, s
2 = −1, s·P = 0; Sµν
is the deuteron quadrupole polarization tensor,Sµν = Sνµ, PµSµν = 0, Sµµ = 0;
the four-vector sα is related to the unit vector ~ξ of the deuteron vector polarization
in its rest system: s0 = −~k~ξ/M, ~s = ~ξ + ~k(~k~ξ)/M(M + ω), ω is the deuteron
energy in the γ∗d → np CMS. The hadronic tensor Hij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) depends
linearly on the target polarization and it can be represented as follows
Hij = Hij(0) +Hij(ξ) +Hij(S), (2.10)
where the term Hij(0) corresponds to the case of the unpolarized deuteron target,
and the term Hij(ξ)(Hij(S)) corresponds to the case of vector (tensor-)-polarized
target. Let us introduce, for convenience and simplifying of following calculations
of polarization observables, the orthonormal system of basic unit ~m,~n and ~ˆk
vectors which are built from the momenta of the particles participating in the
reaction under consideration
~ˆk =
~k
|~k| , ~n =
~k × ~p
|~k × ~p| , ~m = ~n×
~ˆk.
The unit vectors ~m and ~ˆk define the γ∗+ d→ n+ p reaction xz−plane (z axis is
directed along 3-momentum of the virtual photon ~k, and x axis is directed along
the unit vector ~m), and the unit vector ~n is perpendicular to the reaction plane.
The general structure of the part of the hadronic tensor which corresponds to the
unpolarized deuteron target has following form
Hij(0) = α1kˆikˆj+α2ninj+α3mimj+α4(kˆimj+ kˆjmi)+iα5(kˆimj− kˆjmi). (2.11)
The real structure functions αi depend on three invariant variables s, t and k
2.
Let us emphasize that the structure function α5 is determined by the strong inter-
action effects of the final–state nucleons and vanishes for the pole diagrams con-
tribution in all kinematic range (independently on the particular parametrization
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of the γ∗NN– and dnp– vertices). This is true for the nonrelativistic approach
and for the relativistic one as well, in describing the γ∗+d→ n+p reaction. The
scattering of polarized electrons by unpolarized deuteron target allows to deter-
mine the α5 contribution. Then the corresponding asymmetry is determined only
by the strong interaction effects. More exactly, it is determined by the effects
arising from nonpole contributions of various nature (meson exchange currents
can also induce nonzero asymmetry). The dibaryon resonances, if any, lead also
to nonzero asymmetry.
In the chosen coordinate system, the different hadron tensor components,
entering in the expression of the cross section (2.3), are related to the functions
αi(i = 1− 5) by:
Hxx ±Hyy = α3 ± α2, Hzz = α1, Hxz +Hzx = 2α4,
Hxz −Hzx = −2iα5, Hxy ±Hyx = 0, Hyz ±Hzy = 0.
The tensor describing the deuteron vector polarization has the following general
structure:
Hij(ξ) = ~ξ~n(β1kˆikˆj + β2mimj + β3ninj + β4{kˆ, m}ij + iβ5[kˆ, m]ij)
+~ξ~ˆk(β6{kˆ, n}ij + β7{m,n}ij + iβ8[kˆ, n]ij + iβ9[m,n]ij) (2.12)
+~ξ ~m(β10{kˆ, n}ij + β11{m,n}ij + iβ12[kˆ, n]ij + iβ13[m,n]ij),
where {a, b}ij = aibj + ajbi, [a, b]ij = aibj − ajbi.
Therefore, the dependence of the polarization observables on the deuteron
vector polarization is determined by 13 structure functions. On the basis of Eq.
(2.12) one can make the following conclusions:
1. If the deuteron is vector-polarized and the vector of polarization is per-
pendicular to the γ∗ + d → n + p reaction plane, then the dependence of
the differential cross section of the e−d → e−np reaction on the ε and φ
variables is the same as in the case of the unpolarized target, and the non
vanishing components of the Hij(ξ) tensor are:
Hxx(ξ)±Hyy(ξ), Hzz(ξ), Hxz(ξ)±Hzx(ξ).
2. If the deuteron target is polarized in the γ∗+d→ n+p reaction plane (along
the direction of the vector ~k or ~m), then the dependence of the differential
cross section of the e−d→ e−np reaction on the ε and φ variables is:
• for deuteron disintegration by unpolarized electron:
ε sin(2φ),
√
2ε(1 + ε) sin φ,
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• for deuteron disintegration by longitudinally–polarized electron:
±iλ√1− ε2, ∓ iλ
√
2ε(1− ε) cosφ.
The Hij(S) tensor, which depends on the deuteron tensor polarization, has the
following general structure:
Hij(S) = Sabkˆakˆb(γ1kˆikˆj + γ2mimj + γ3ninj + γ4{kˆ, m}ij + iγ5[kˆ, m]ij)
+Sabmamb(γ6kˆikˆj + γ7mimj + γ8ninj + γ9{kˆ, m}ij + iγ10[kˆ, m]ij)
+Sab{kˆ, m}ab(γ11kˆikˆj + γ12mimj + γ13ninj + γ14{kˆ, m}ij + iγ15[kˆ, m]ij)
+Sab{kˆ, n}ab(γ16{kˆ, n}ij + γ17{m,n}ij + iγ18[kˆ, n]ij + iγ19[m,n]ij) +
+Sab{m,n}ab(γ20{kˆ, n}ij + γ21{m,n}ij + iγ22[kˆ, n]ij + iγ23[m,n]ij). (2.13)
In this case, the dependence of the polarization observables on the deuteron tensor
polarization is determined by 23 structure functions. From Eq. (2.13) one can
conclude that:
1. If the deuteron is tensor polarized so that only the Szz, Syy and (Syz +
Szy) components are nonzero, then the dependence of the differential cross
section of the e−d → e−np reaction on the parameter ε and on the angle
φ must be the same as in the case of the unpolarized target (more exactly,
with similar ε− and φ− dependent terms).
2. If the deuteron is polarized so that only the (Sxy + Syx) and (Syz + Szy)
components are nonzero, then the typical terms follow sinφ and sin(2φ) de-
pendencies - for deuteron disintegration by unpolarized electron, and terms
which do not depend on ε, φ and cosφ - for deuteron disintegration by
longitudinally–polarized electrons.
In polarization experiments it is possible to prepare the deuteron target with
polarization along (opposite) its momentum (the target deuteron with definite
helicity). The corresponding asymmetry is usually defined as:
A =
dσ(λd = +1)− dσ(λd = −1)
dσ(λd = +1) + dσ(λd = −1) ,
where dσ(λd) is the differential cross section of the e
−d→ e−np reaction when the
deuteron has helicity λd (in the np−pair CMS). From an experimental point of
view, the measurement of an asymmetry is more convenient than a cross section,
as most of systematic errors and other multiplicative factors cancel in the ratio.
The general form of the hadron tensor Hij(λd), which determines the differ-
ential cross section of the process under consideration, can be written as
Hij(λd = ±1) = δ1kˆikˆj + δ2mimj + δ3ninj + δ4{kˆ, m}ij + iδ5[kˆ, m]ij
±δ6{kˆ, n}ij ± iδ7[kˆ, n]ij ± δ8{m,n}ij ± iδ9[m,n]ij . (2.14)
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The amplitude is real in the Born approximation. So, assuming the T-invariance
of the hadron electromagnetic interactions, we can do the following statements,
according to the deuteron polarizations:
1. The deuteron is unpolarized: since the hadronic tensor Hij(0) has to
be symmetric, the asymmetry in the scattering of longitudinally-polarized
electrons vanishes.
2. The deuteron is vector-polarized: since the hadronic tensor Hij(ξ) has
to be antisymmetric, then the deuteron vector polarization can manifest
itself in the scattering of longitudinally-polarized electrons.
The transverse polarization of the target (lying in the γ∗d → np reaction
plane) leads to a correlation of the following type ∓iλ
√
2ε(1− ε) cosφ. The
longitudinal polarization of the target, which is perpendicular to this plane,
leads to two correlations: ∓iλ√1− ε2 and ±iλ
√
2ε(1− ε) sin φ.
3. The deuteron is tensor-polarized: the hadronic tensor Hij(S) is sym-
metric. In the scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons the contri-
bution proportional to λSab, vanishes. If the target is polarized so that
only the (Sxy + Syx) or (Syz + Szy) components are nonzero, then in the
differential cross section only the following two terms are present: ε sin(2φ)
and
√
2ε(1 + ε) sinφ. For all other target polarizations the following struc-
tures are present: a term which does not depend on ε and φ, 2ε, ε cos(2φ),√
2ε(1 + ε) cos φ.
In the analysis of polarization phenomena, it is convenient to use the following
form for the amplitude F of the process γ∗ + d→ n + p:
F = ~l · ~m~U · ~ˆk(f1~σ · ~ˆk + f2~σ · ~m) +~l · ~m~U · ~m(f3~σ · ~ˆk + f4~σ · ~m)
+~l · ~m~U · ~n(if5 + f6~σ · ~n) +~l · ~n~U · ~ˆk(if7 + f8~σ · ~n)
+~l · ~n~U · ~m(if9 + f10~σ · ~n) +~l · ~n~U · ~n(f11~σ · ~ˆk + f12~σ · ~m)
+~l · ~ˆk~U · ~ˆk(f13~σ · ~ˆk + f14~σ · ~m) +~l · ~ˆk~U · ~m(f15~σ · ~ˆk + f16~σ · ~m)
+~l · ~ˆk~U · ~n(if17 + f18~σ · ~n). (2.15)
If the polarization of the nucleons in the final state is not measured, then all
the observables are determined by bilinear combinations of the amplitudes fi,
that we can order in four groups: (f1, f3, f11, f13, f15), (f5, f7, f9, f17),
(f2, f4, f12, f14, f16), (f6, f8, f10, f18). The amplitudes fi (2.15) and Fj (2.8)
are related by a linear transformation of the form
fi = MijFj, (2.16)
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where the nonzero elements of theMij matrix are given in Appendix 2. Using the
explicit form for the amplitude of the reaction under consideration, Eq. (2.15),
it is easy to obtain the expression for the hadronic tensor Hij in terms of the
scalar amplitudes fi (i = 1 − 18). Appendix 3 contains the formulae for the
structure functions αi, βi, γi, δi in terms of the scalar amplitudes, which describe
the polarization properties of the e−d→ e−np reaction.
Let us stress again that the results listed above have a general nature and
are not related to a particular reaction mechanism. They are valid for the one–
photon–exchange mechanism assuming P-invariance of the hadron electromag-
netic interaction. Their general nature is due to the fact that derivation of these
results requires only the hadron electromagnetic current conservation and the
fact that the photon has spin one.
The problems related to the deuteron structure such as the calculation of
the meson–exchange current contribution, the determination of the D− wave
admixture in the deuteron ground state, the presence of the ∆∆− component
and the six-quark configuration in the deuteron etc. will be shortly discussed
below and they do not affect general results of this chapter.
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Chapter 3
Relativistic Impulse
Approximation
As already mentioned, a realistic model of the high-energy deuteron electrodis-
integration reaction should be relativistic, due to the fast rising of the emitted-
nucleon three-momentum, pN , with increasing Q
2, which can be written in the
Lab system as:
pN
m
= 2
√
τ(1 + τ), τ =
Q2
4m2
,
in quasi-elastic kinematics (see Fig. 3.1). Therefore, the Feynman diagram tech-
nique, where all particles are treated relativistically (the nucleons are described
by the four-components Dirac spinors, and the deuteron by the polarization 4-
vector Uµ), is a very good tool for all calculations in IA.
The diagrams illustrated in Fig. 3.2 determine the amplitude of the reac-
tion (2.1) in RIA. Comparing with a nonrelativistic approach, the diagrams (a)
and (b) represent the relativized description of the one–nucleon–exchange mecha-
nism (which are equally important in both approaches). The deuteron–exchange
diagram, Fig. 3.2(c), as well as the contact diagram, Fig. 3.2(d), insure the
electromagnetic current conservation in γ∗+d→ n+p. The contact diagram can
be related to the contribution of the meson–exchange currents. Of course, this
diagram is not comprehensive of all variety of these currents, but for its structure
and origin it falls into this class. The deuteron diagram can be also related to the
np-interaction in definite states, with the quantum numbers of the deuteron. The
one-nucleon-exchange diagrams give the largest contribution in the quasi-elastic
region, due to the small deuteron binding energy compared to the hadron masses.
Therefore, the pole singularities lie near the physical region.
The deuteron structure (which, in the nonrelativistic approach, corresponds
to DWF) is described here by the relativistic form factors of the dnp− vertex
with one virtual nucleon [39]. In order to calculate the dependence of these form
factors on the nucleon virtuality we use their relations to both relativistic DWF
Buck and Gross [39] and the nonrelativistic DWF for various NN potentials.
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Figure 3.1: Q2-dependence of the nucleon momentum in d(e, e′p)n, in quasi-elastic
kinematics (Lab system).
The RIA amplitude for the γ∗ + d → n + p reaction can be unambiguously
calculated for any values of the kinematical variables Q2, s and t.
In the case of the nonrelativistic description of the deuteron electrodisinte-
gration the situation is somewhat different. The standard nuclear approach to
the investigation of the electron scattering by deuterons and other nuclei requires
the knowledge of the operator of the electron–nucleon interaction. This operator
cannot contain the antinucleon contribution which is inevitably present in the
covariant description of the eN– scattering. The method based on the Foldy-
Wouthoysen transformation is usually applied. It allows to obtain this operator
as an expansion over the powers of
√
Q2/m. Let us note, in this connection,
that this series seems to converge very badly [52]. Naturally, this method is not
valid at Q2 ≥ m2, but such values of momentum transfer are currently accessible.
Therefore, a relativistic description of the e− + d→ e− + n + p reaction is more
appropriate. Moreover, it allows to include directly the gauge invariance of the
hadron electromagnetic interaction.
In the relativistic description one has to face two aspects: the kinematical and
the dynamical ones. The kinematical one, as applied to the e− + d→ e− + n+ p
reaction, proceeds from the most general properties such as relativistic invari-
ance, conservation of the hadron electromagnetic current as well as symmetry
properties of the hadron electromagnetic interaction relative to P−, C− and T−
transformations. The knowledge of the deuteron structure is not required in this
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Figure 3.2: The Feynman diagrams describing RIA for the process e− + d →
e− + n + p.
case. This does not mean that the deuteron is described in an approximative
way. On the contrary, such method leads to an adequate description of the po-
larization effects in the e− + d → e− + n + p process [45], independently on the
model for the deuteron structure.
Concerning the dynamical description of the e−+d→ e−+n+p process, only
the RIA amplitude can be consistently calculated in the framework of the rela-
tivistic approach. The electromagnetic current Jµ, corresponding to the diagrams
of Fig. 3.2, can be written as the sum of five contributions
Jµ = J
(p)
µ + J
(n)
µ + J
(d)
µ + J
(c)
µ + J
(g)
µ ,
J (p)µ = u¯(p1)
[
F p1 (k
2)γµ − 1
2m
F p2 (k
2)σµνkν
]
pˆ+m
p2 −m2
{
UˆA(p2,M2)+
1
2
U · (p− p2)B(p2,M2) + m− pˆ
2m
[
Uˆa(p2,M2) + U · p2b(p2,M2)
]}
uc(p2),
J (n)µ = u¯(p1)
{
UˆA(n2,M2)− 1
2
U · (n− p1)B(n2,M2) + [Uˆa(n2,M2)
16
−U · p1b(n2,M2)]m+ nˆ
2m
}
nˆ+m
n2 −m2
[
F n1 (k
2)γµ − 1
2m
F n2 (k
2)σµνkν
]
uc(p2),
J (d)µ = (s−M2)−1u¯(p1)
[
γνA(s) +
1
2
(p1 − p2)νB(s)
]
uc(p2){
F d1 (k
2)Uν(p1 + p2 + P )µ +
F d2 (k
2)
2M2
[(s−M2)Uµkν − U · kkν(p1 + p2 + P )µ]
+F d3 (k
2)[Uµkν − gµνU ·Q]
}
,
J (c)µ = −u¯(p1)
{
1
2
Uµ[F
p
1 (k
2)B(p2)− F n1 (k2)B(n2)]−
1
2m
F p1 (k
2)γµ[Uˆa(p
2) +
+U · p2b(p2)] + 1
2m
F n1 (k
2)[Uˆa(n2)− U · p1b(n2)]γµ
}
uc(p2), (3.1)
where p = P − p2, n = P − p1, F p,n1,2 are the Dirac and Pauli form factors of
the proton and neutron; A, B, a and b are the form factors of the dnp− vertex
with one virtual nucleon [39]; F di (i = 1, 2, 3) are the deuteron electromagnetic
form factors and J (g)µ is the contribution (proportional to kµ) which insures the
conservation of the hadron electromagnetic current Jµ. The four-momenta are
indicated in Fig. 3.2.
Let us note that the contribution of the RIA diagrams (Fig. 3.2) is not gauge
invariant if the form factors of the dnp and γ∗NN vertices are not correlated.
Calculating the corresponding divergence k · J one obtains
k · J = u¯(p1)
{[
Uˆ(F d1 (k
2)A(s)− F p1 (k2)A(p2,M2)− F n1 (k2)A(n2,M2)
]
+
+
1
2
U · (p1 − p2)
[
F d1 (k
2)B(s)− F p1 (k2)B(p2,M2)− F n1 (k2)B(n2,M2)
]}
uc(p2).
To ensure the conservation of the electromagnetic current in the reaction γ∗+d→
n + p in RIA, we, therefore, replace the current given by (3.1) with the current
J
′
µ [53]:
Jµ → J ′µ = Jµ − kµ(k · J)/k2.
Obviously, the modified current J
′
µ satisfies the continuity equation kαJ
′
α = 0 (the
pole at the photon point k2 = 0 does not play any role, because the second term
is longitudinal and does not contribute to the amplitude of the process involving
real photons, i.e., in the limit k2 → 0.)
The nucleon electromagnetic structure enters in the γ∗ + d→ n + p reaction
amplitude by means of the vertices γµ and σµνkν , i.e., through the Dirac and
Pauli form factors F1 and F2. Other parametrizations of the γ
∗NN vertex are
also possible. They are completely equivalent for both real nucleons, but lead to
different expressions in the case of one virtual nucleon.
The effects of the nucleon virtuality in the γ∗NN vertex are, generally speak-
ing, not distinguishable from the dependence on the nucleon virtuality of the dnp–
vertex FFs. In this connection it is necessary to note that different parametriza-
tions of the γ∗NN∗− vertex can affect the spin structure of the γ∗ + d→ n + p
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reaction amplitude. Thus, the investigation of polarization effects in e− + d →
e− + n + p is sensitive to the parametrization of the nucleon electromagnetic
current.
In principle, it is necessary to account also for the ambiguity of the parametriza-
tion of the deuteron electromagnetic current in the case when one of the deuterons
is virtual (Fig. 3.2c). Of course, this question is especially important near the
reaction threshold where the deuteron–exchange diagram contribution is large,
but the deuteron virtuality is very small. For the calculation of the observables
it is necessary to know the dnp-vertex FFs, which can be expressed in terms of
the usual nonrelativistic DWFs u (S-wave) and w (D-wave). P-wave DWFs vt
(triplet) and vs(singlet) can also arise due to the fact that the virtual nucleon
is out of mass shell. Buck and Gross determined [39] the set of the relativistic
DWFs in terms of a parameter λ which defines the off–mass–shell πNN−vertex
gπu¯(p2)
[
λ+
1
2m
(1− λ)(pˆ2 − pˆ1)
]
γ5u(p1), (3.2)
where gπ is the coupling constant of the pseudoscalar πNN interaction (g
2
π/4π =
14.48).
For the electromagnetic FFs of the proton (charge GEp and magnetic GMp)
and the neutron magnetic form factor, GMn, the following scaling law and the
dipole parametrization are usually assumed [54]
GEp(k
2) = GMp(k
2)/µp = GMn(k
2)/µn = (1− k2/0.71GeV 2)−2,
with the following relations with the Pauli and Dirac nucleon (N) FFs:
GEN = F1N − τF2N , GMN = F1N + F2N , µp = 2.793, µn = −1.913.
However, recent data [30, 31] suggest a large deviation from the dipole behavior
for GEp , and consequently, the world data on GMp have been reevaluated and
a new parametrization is available [55]. We will discuss below the effects of the
new parametrizations.
The neutron charge form factor is less known at present. Experiments, based
on the polarization method, have been recently performed and extend the Q2
range to ≃ 2 GeV2 [28, 23, 27]. The usual parametrizations for GEn , are GEn =
−µnτGEp/(1 + 5.6τ), [15], or GEn =0. For the deuteron electromagnetic form
factors, necessary for the calculation of the deuteron-exchange diagram, we take
the parametrizations I and II [56], which are a phenomenological global fits of
the world data.
Before going into detailed predictions of the model for the e−+d→ e−+n+p
process, let us summarize the basic features of the suggested RIA approach:
• We take into account the complete set of diagrams that describes the e− +
d→ e− + n+ p process in the Born approximation.
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Besides the pole diagrams, (which, together with the diagram of the deuteron
structure in the t- and u-channels, constitute the content of the Born ap-
proximation of the model [49]) we take into account also the contact or
”catastrophic” diagram. We pointed out above, that the presence of this
diagram follows from the requirement of the gauge invariance.
• In Ref. [49] the dnp-vertex in the s-channel (Fig. 3.2c) (the deuteron pole
contribution) was not described by the FFs, but by the constants which
are related to the values of the form factors on–mass-shell of the virtual
deuteron. As a result, the model [49] predicts very large contribution of
the deuteron pole diagram (approximately two order of magnitude larger
than found by [57] in the region of the quasi-elastic peak). Taking FFs
which depend on the intermediate deuteron virtuality, i.e., on the variable
s, one can get a reasonable suppression of the s–channel contribution, in
agreement with Ref. [57].
• Several parametrizations of DWFs have been compared: relativistic [39],
Reid [58], Paris DWF [59] and charge-dependent Bonn DWF [60] which
reproduces well the known low–energy properties of the deuteron.
• We take into account relativistic effects such as the P−wave contribution
in DWF [39], which can play a role, due to the fact that the intermediate
nucleons are off–mass–shell.
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3.1 Unitarization procedure for γ∗d→ np
The scalar amplitudes fi, which correspond to the RIA matrix element, are real
functions. T-odd polarization observables, such as the asymmetry in the scat-
tering of longitudinally polarized electrons by an unpolarized deuteron target,
d(~e, e′p)n; the asymmetries in ~d(e, e′p)n which are due to the vector polarization
of a deuteron target, and the polarization of the proton (neutron) in d(e, e′~p)n
or d(e, e′~n)p are induced by the imaginary parts in the γ∗d → np amplitudes.
Therefore, in RIA all T-odd polarization observables vanish.
However, additional mechanisms can be sources of complex amplitudes (Fig.
3.3). For example, the excitation of large–width dibaryon resonances in the s−
channel of γ∗d→ np reaction with various values of mass, spin, isospin, and space
parity [61].
Above the pion production threshold, the mechanism of ∆− isobar excitation
of one of the nucleons, with subsequent emission of a pion absorbed by the other
nucleon (Fig. 3.3b) can bring a sizeable complex contribution, due, on one side, to
the ∆–isobar propagator and, on the other hand, to the process where a nucleon
and a ∆–isobar can be created as free particles in the intermediate states (Fig.
3.3b).
Moreover, a universal and natural mechanism can produce complex ampli-
tudes in γ∗d→ np from threshold: the np→ np scattering, which is also included
in nonrelativistic models of deuteron electrodisintegration in terms of FSI effects.
In relativistic physics, this process is required by the fulfilment of the unitarity
condition (Fig. 3.3c).
In the energy range 2m ≤W ≤ (2m+mπ), the Fermi–Watson theorem, which
holds at the lowest order in the electromagnetic coupling constant, follows from
the unitarity condition [62]. According to this theorem, the phase of any multipole
amplitude of the process γ∗d → np coincides with the corresponding NN phase
shift. We recall that a multipole amplitude describes the transition γ∗d → np
for a specific value of the total angular momentum J when a virtual photon
of particular multipolarity (an electric photon with transverse or longitudinal
polarization or a magnetic one with transverse polarization only) is absorbed. In
this case, the outgoing np pairs are in a state with specific values of the orbital
angular momentum L and total spin S. We have
f[A](k
2,W ) = |f[A](k2,W )|exp(iδ[A](W )), (3.3)
where f[A](k
2,W ) is an RIA multipole amplitude for the process γ∗d→ np leading
to the production of the np system in the state with quantum numbers [A] = J ,
L, and S , while δ[A](W ) is the NN phase shift in the state with quantum numbers
[A]. This expression is strictly valid in the energy range 2m ≤ W ≤ (2m+mπ)
at any value of k2 in the region of space-like momentum transfers. Since the
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Figure 3.3: Diagrams leading to complex amplitudes in γ∗ + d → np reaction:
(a) dibaryon resonance excitation, (b) excitation of a ∆-isobar in an intermediate
state, and (c) unitarity condition.
γ∗d → np amplitudes are real in any version of IA (and so are all multipole
amplitudes), they obviously do not satisfy the unitarity condition at nonzero
NN phase shifts. This is true in both relativistic and nonrelativistic impulse
approximations.
Including meson–exchange currents, isobar configurations in the deuteron,
and quark degrees of freedom does not solve this problem. Of course, the unitarity
condition for the γ∗d → np amplitude is violated in IA for any parametrization
of the deuteron and nucleon electromagnetic FFs. A similar violation occurs
for any form of the deuteron wave function. Furthermore, by allowing various
off-mass–shell effects associated with the γ∗N∗N or γ∗d∗d vertices [N∗ (d∗) is a
virtual nucleon (virtual deuteron) in an intermediate state], it is also impossible
to solve the unitarity problem for γ∗d→ np.
The unitarity condition is a serious constraint for any reliable model aiming
to the description of the process γ∗d→ np. Its violation has far–reaching conse-
quences for analysis of polarization effects - and above all, for the analysis of the
T-odd polarization features mentioned above.
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Of course, we do not consider here either actual violation of the T invari-
ance of fundamental interactions, in which case elementary particles would have
nonzero electric dipole moments, or CP-violation in the decays of neutral kaons.
We discuss T-odd polarization correlations of the type ~s · (~k1 × ~k2) (~s is the pseu-
dovector of the spin of one of the interacting particles, and ~k1 and ~k2 are their
three-momenta). Such correlations are largely due to the strong interaction of the
produced nucleons. The multipole amplitudes for ed → enp get nonzero imag-
inary parts due to the effects of these interactions. All these imaginary parts
determine T-odd effects in ed→ enp. These effects occur not only for the vector
polarization of one of the particles (in the initial or final states) but also for the
tensor polarization of the target; the complex correlations of particle polariza-
tions in the initial and final states may also be T-odd. Therefore, we can say that
several polarization observables for e− + d→ e−+ n+ p have a T-odd character.
Then the question arises of the correspondence between FSI effects and unitarity
condition and one must specify the procedure for taking into account FSI effects.
In framework of the nonrelativistic approach, the FSI effects in the reaction
ed→ enp are evaluated by solving the Schrodinger equation (more precisely, the
set of equations) in the continuous spectrum. The resulting wave functions are
then used to calculate the γ∗d→ np multipole amplitudes following an appropri-
ate choice of the reaction mechanisms and of the operator for electron–nucleon
interaction. This procedure may induce a problem of electromagnetic–current
conservation for the reaction γ∗d→ np. Various methods can be used to ensure
the fulfilment of the unitarity condition (a procedure called ”unitarization”) for
the amplitude of the process γ∗d → np. In our opinion, the most consistent
way is the one based on dispersion relations (in the late 1950s and in the early
1960s, this approach was very popular in the theory of low–energy strong and
electromagnetic processes).
The analyticity of multipole amplitudes allows one to obtain integral relations
between the real and imaginary parts of the amplitudes. In a number of cases
(for processes like γ∗N → Nπ and γ∗d→ np), the two–body unitarity condition
allows to derive a set of simultaneous linear integral equations (of the Omnes–
Muskhelishvili type). The existing well–developed methods for solving such sets
of equations give answers in the form of definite integrals of the πN phase shifts
(for γ∗ + N → N + π) or NN phase shifts (for γ∗d → np). In this analysis one
has to introduce some approximations, the most questionable of which is that
only the two–body unitarity condition is used over the entire energy range from
the reaction threshold up to infinite energies. It should be emphasized, however,
that presently, the dispersion–relation approach can include complex systems of
quarks and gluons and not only pions and nucleons. The earlier proofs of the
dispersion relations worked very efficiently at that time, but they do not take
into account these properties of hadrons. In view of this, we restrict ourselves to
a simplified unitarization procedure consisting in multiplying the amplitudes of
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the process γ∗d→ np by the standard phase factor [38]; that is,
f
(0)
[A] (k
2,W ) −→ f (0)[A] (k2,W )exp(iδ[A](W )), (3.4)
where f
(0)
[A] (k
2,W ) is an IA multipole amplitude for the process γ∗d → np. In
this connection, it should be noted that although isospin is not conserved in
the reaction γ∗d → np (electromagnetic interaction), the isospin is conserved in
elastic n+p→ n+p scattering. Due to the generalized Pauli principle, the isospin
I of a nucleon pair with definite values of L and S is constrained by the relation
(−1)L+S+I = −1. This means that each amplitude f (0)[A] (k2,W ) determines the
value of the isospin for the final np-system.
The substitution given by Eq.(3.4) is performed only for those multipole am-
plitudes that describe the production of the np-system with nonzero phase shift
δ[A](W ). This means that, at each energy W , there is a maximum value of the
orbital angular momentum L for the np-system and therefore a maximum value
for the total angular momentum J = Jm(W ) that limits the number of those
multipole amplitudes which undergo unitarization. A similar restriction on L is
imposed by the finite (and small) range of NN interaction. In spite of this, it
is necessary to deal with a rather large number of multipole amplitudes. It can
be shown that, at each J value with J ≥ 1, eighteen independent amplitudes
are present ( their number coincides with the number of the scalar or invariant
amplitudes of γ∗d→ np). At J = 0 (J = 1), there are 3 (14) independent transi-
tions, so that it is necessary to modify 18(J − 1)+ 14+ 3 = 18J − 1 independent
multipole amplitudes for J ≤ Jm. For Jm ≥ 6, their number exceeds one hundred.
Of course, the substitution given by Eq. (3.4) leads to a unitary γ∗d → np
amplitude (in some W range). Evidently, this is not a general solution to the
unitarity condition even in the range 2m ≤ W ≤ (2m + mπ) (below the pion–
production threshold). From Eq. (3.4), it follows that the unitarity condition
determines only the phases of multipole amplitudes, but does not affect their
moduli. Only the dispersion–relation approach, which makes use of additional
information about the analytic properties of the amplitudes, allows to determine
the moduli of the multipole amplitudes as well.
We will replace Eq. (3.4) by a simple ansatz
|f[A](k2,W )| = ±f (B)[A] (k2,W ). (3.5)
This is a very strong assumption. In this connection, we can mention that another
unitarization approach based on IA, which consists in identifying the real part of
a multipole amplitude with its Born part:
Ref[A](k
2,W ) = f
(B)
[A] (k
2,W ). (3.6)
In this case, the unitary amplitude is restored with the help of the relation
Imf[A](k
2,W ) = tan δ[A]f
(B)
[A] (k
2,W ). (3.7)
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Keeping in mind this ambiguity, we will perform unitarization of the γ∗d → np
amplitude by means of a substitution in Eq. (3.4), because the relation (3.7)
becomes meaningless near the W values where the relevant phase shifts approach
to π/2.
The proposed procedure for obtaining unitary multipole amplitudes has the
following important features:
1. The unitary amplitude is determined only by physical observables that char-
acterize the NN–interaction - specifically, by the phase shifts δ[A](W ). This
makes the economy of nonrelativistic potentials and of the Schrodinger
equation at an intermediate stage requiring a lot of complicated calcula-
tions. It is worth noting that the potential of the NN interaction is recon-
structed on the basis of a large sample of data on elastic and inelastic NN
processes. It is not a quantity directly measurable, whereas the NN phase
shifts are more directly related to the observables of NN scattering.
2. The gauge invariance of the γ∗d → np amplitude in the impulse approxi-
mation is not affected by the proposed unitarization scheme. Of course, the
amplitude corresponding to the standard impulse–approximation diagrams
in Fig. 3.1 does not satisfy the electromagnetic–current conservation in the
general case of arbitrary nucleon and deuteron electromagnetic FFs. For
the RIA amplitude, we can calculate explicitly the divergence of the current,
k · J (B), where k is the photon four-momentum, and J (B)is the electromag-
netic current for the process γ∗d → np considered in RIA. After that, the
conserved current can be constructed with the procedure indicated above.
3. Including additional contributions to the γ∗d → np amplitude such as
meson–exchange currents, isobar and quark configurations in the deuteron
(as well as other mechanisms in γ∗d→ np) is not a problem for the chosen
unitarization scheme, because this changes only the Born part of the am-
plitude. The whole model (RIA together with meson–exchange currents,
isobar and quark configurations) is object of unitarization.
4. The unitarized γ∗d → np amplitude, according to the procedure (3.4),
satisfies the requirement of the T-invariance of hadron electromagnetic in-
teraction in the entire kinematical region with respect to k2 and W. This
is automatically ensured by the procedure itself. Indeed, we note that, at
the level of multipole amplitudes, the T-invariance requires that the differ-
ence between the phases of the amplitudes, corresponding to the absorption
in γ∗d → np of electric and magnetic virtual photons is equal to 0 or π
[63]. The fulfilment of this condition is especially important for the anal-
ysis of polarization effects in deuteron electrodisintegration - for example,
the asymmetry of unpolarized electrons inclusively scattered by a vector-
polarized target, ~d(e, e′)np. According to the Christ-Lee theorem [63], this
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asymmetry vanishes for all k2 and W (within the one–photon–exchange
mechanism). This means that it is necessary to add self–consistently other
contributions to the γ∗d→ np amplitude.
The proposed unitarization procedure was carried out in the relativistic ap-
proach, without limitation in k2. We also used a relativistic description of the
nucleon electromagnetic current in terms of the Dirac (F1) and Pauli (F2) form
factors. The np phase shifts were taken from Ref. [64].
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3.2 Unitarization of helicity amplitudes
Since the spin structure of the matrix element is quite complicated, it is conve-
nient to perform the unitarization procedure with the help of the helicity ampli-
tudes (HA) formalism. As it was shown above, the reaction γ∗d→ np is described
by eighteen amplitudes.
Let us introduce the set of the helicity amplitudes fλλ′(k
2,W, ϑ) (where λ and
λ′ are the helicities of the initial (γ∗+d) and final (n+p) states) and consider the
amplitudes fλλ′ =< λp, λn|T |λγ, λd > (where λγ , λd, λp and λn are the helicities of
the virtual photon, deuteron, proton and neutron, respectively, with λ = λγ − λd
and λ′ = λp − λn). We choose the following convention:
h1 = < ++ |T |++ >, h2 =< −− |T |++ >, h3 =< ++ |T |+ 0 >,
h4 = < −− |T |+ 0 >, h5 =< ++ |T |+− >, h6 =< −− |T |+− >,
h7 = < +− |T |++ >, h8 =< −+ |T |++ >, h9 =< +− |T |+ 0 >,
h10 = < −+ |T |+ 0 >, h11 =< +− |T |+− >, h12 =< −+ |T |+− >,
h13 = < ++ |T |0+ >, h14 =< ++ |T |00 >, h15 =< ++ |T |0− >,
h16 = < −+ |T |0+ >, h17 =< −+ |T |00 >, h18 =< −+ |T |0− >, (3.8)
where, for the np–system, the sign ± denotes the nucleon helicities ±1/2, and for
the γd− system the signs ±, 0 denotes the helicities ±1, 0 of the photon and of
deuteron, respectively. As it is shown above, the matrix element of the process
(2.1) can be described in terms of the scalar amplitudes. The formulas relating
the two sets of independent amplitudes fi and hi are given in Appendix 4.
The formalism of helicity amplitudes is very convenient for the analysis of
the polarization effects in the deuteron electrodisintegration. In particular, it is
possible to perform an expansion over the multipole amplitudes, which describe
the transition in γ∗d→ np for the states with definite values of the total angular
momentum J and particle helicity
< λp, λn|T |λγ, λd >= 1√
4π
∑
J
(2J+1)dJλ′λ(ϑ) < Jλ
′;λp, λn|T |Jλ;λγ, λd >, (3.9)
where dJλ′λ(ϑ) are the standard Wigner d–functions [65].
To apply this formalism to FSI effects in the γ∗d → np reaction, let us note
that the NN–scattering phase shifts correspond to the states of np-system with
definite values of L and S, but not to definite nucleon helicity states at given value
of the total angular momentum of the np–system. Therefore, it is necessary to
express the multipole amplitudes, Eq. (3.8), in the LS–representation, namely:
|Jλ;λp, λn > =
∑
S,Ms
(
1
2
λp
1
2
− λn|SMs
)
|Jλ;SMs >,
|Jλ;SMs > =
∑
LM
(SMsLM |Jλ)|Jλ;LS > . (3.10)
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which can be written as:
|J0;±± > = 1√
2
(
±|L = J, 0 > +
√
J
2J − 1 |L = J − 1, 1 >
−
√
J + 1
2J + 3
|L = J + 1, 1 >
)
,
|J ± 1;±∓ > = 1√
2
(
∓|L = J, 1 > +
√
J + 1
2J − 1 |L = J − 1, 1 >
+
√
J
2J + 3
|L = J + 1, 1 >
)
,
|00;±± > = 1√
2
(
±|L = 0, 0 > − 1√
3
|L = 1, 1 >
)
, (3.11)
where we used the notation |Jλ; (LS) >≡ |LS >.
We will restrict ourselves to the description of the elastic np–scattering, which
is correct for deuteron electrodisintegration below the pion production threshold.
Above threshold this approximation can be justified by the fact that even at
large Q2(≥ 1 GeV2), when relativistic effects are essential, the energy of the
np−system is Enp ≈ 500 MeV, in the quasi-elastic kinematics. At such energies
the cross section of inelastic np–scattering are small and the phase shifts are real.
As a result, we use the following formulas for the multipole amplitudes of the
γ∗d→ np reaction:
< Jλ′, LS|T |λγ, λd > = F JeiδJLS , J ≤ Jm,
< Jλ′, LS|T |λγ, λd > = F J , J > Jm, (3.12)
where F J =< Jλ′, LS|TB|Jλ, λγ, λd > is the corresponding RIA multipole am-
plitude, or, in other words, the Born approximation TB. In order to simplify
formally the FSI procedure described above, it is convenient to introduce a set
of twenty-four amplitudes, Hi, which are related to the eighteen hi amplitudes
(3.8) by:
H1 = h1, H2 = h2, H3 = h7, H4 = h8, H5 = h3, H6 = h4, H7 = h9,
H8 = h10, H9 = h5, H10 = h6, H11 = h11, H12 = h12, H13 = h13,
H14 = h15, H15 = h18, H16 = h16, H17 = h14, H18 = h14, H19 = h17,
H20 = h17, H21 = h15, H22 = h13, H23 = h16, H24 = h18.
For the corresponding multipole amplitudes, V
(J)
i , one can write
V
(J)
i =
1
2
∫ 1
−1
dxHi(k
2,W, x)dJλλ′(x), (3.13)
where x = cosϑ, and ϑ is the angle of the proton emission relative to the virtual–
photon momentum ~k in CMS of the γ∗d → np reaction. In terms of these
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multipole amplitudes, the amplitudes of the transition process γ∗d → np to a
state of the np−system with definite values of JLS: |Jλ′;L, S > have the form
< Jλ′; J, 0|T |i > = 1√
2
(V
(J)
i+1 − V (J)i+2 ),
< Jλ′; J, 1|T |i > = 1√
2
(V
(J)
i+4 − V (J)i+3 ), (3.14)
< Jλ′; J − 1, 1|T |i > = 1√
2
√
2J − 1
2J + 1
[√
J(V
(J)
i+1 + V
(J)
i+2)
+
√
J + 1(V
(J)
i+3 + V
(J)
i+4 )
]
,
< Jλ′; J + 1, 1|T |i > = 1√
2
√
2J + 3
2J + 1
[√
J(V
(J)
i+3 + V
(J)
i+4 )
−√J + 1(V (J)i+1 + V (J)i+2)
]
,
where we use the following notation for the initial states |i >= |λγλd >:
|i = 0 >= |++ >, |i = 4 >= |+ 0 >, |i = 8 >= |+− >,
|i = 12 >= |0+ >, |i = 16 >= |00 >, |i = 20 >= |0− > .
For J = 0, Eqs. (3.14) do not apply, so it is necessary to consider this case
separately. We redefine the phases δJL,S as:
δJ ≡ δJJ,0, δ¯J ≡ δJJ,1, αJ ≡ δJJ−1,1, βJ ≡ δJJ+1,1.
For the numerical calculations, we took the phases from the energy–dependent
phase–shift analysis of the NN−scattering [64], in the energy range 10 − 800
MeV, for J ≤ 6:
δ0 = δ(
1S0,1), δ1 = δ(
1P1,0), δ2 = δ(
1D2,1), δ3 = δ(
1F3,0), δ4 = δ(
1G4,1),
δ5 = δ(
1H5,0), δ6 = δ(
1I6,1),
δ¯1 = δ(
3P1,1), δ¯2 = δ(
3D2,0), δ¯3 = δ(
3F3,0), δ¯4 = δ(
3G4,0), δ¯5 = δ(
3H5,1),
α1 = δ(
3S1,0), α2 = δ(
3P2,1), α3 = δ(
3D3,0), α4 = δ(
3F4,1),
α5 = δ(
3G5,0), α6 = δ(
3H6,1),
β0 = δ(
3P0,1), β1 = δ(
3D1,0), β2 = δ(
3F2,1), β3 = δ(
3G3,0),
β4 = δ(
3H4,1), β5 = δ(
3I5,0), (3.15)
where we used the spectroscopic notation 2S+1LJ,T for the states of the NN -
system with total isospin T . The quantum numbers are not independent, but,
due to the isotopic invariance and the generalized Pauli principle, they are related
by (−1)L+S+T = −1. Finally, the FSI effects in the deuteron electrodisintegration
are described in terms of twenty-four phases, at each energy of the np–system.
The mixing effects will be discussed later.
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These phases are inserted in the RIA multipole amplitudes, Eq. (3.14), in the
following way:
< Jλ′; J, 0|T |i >U =< Jλ′; J, 0|T |i > exp(iδJ ),
< Jλ′; J, 1|T |i >U =< Jλ′; J, 1|T |i > exp(iδ¯J ),
< Jλ′; J − 1, 1|T |i >U =< Jλ′; J − 1, 1|T |i > exp(iαJ )
< Jλ′; J + 1, 1|T |i >U =< Jλ′; J + 1, 1|T |i > exp(iβJ ).
Let us note once more, that in order to calculate the unitarized amplitudes it is
necessary to use the RIA results for V
(J)
i . In this approach the NN− interaction
affects the multipole amplitudes up to J = 6. The phases of the S− and P−
scatterings, at energies up to 10 MeV, are approximated by the effective–radius
approximation formula
p2L+1 cot δL(p) = − 1
aL
+
1
2
r2Lp
2,
where p is the nucleon momentum. The scattering length aL and effective radius
rL, describing the NN− scattering in the states 3S1,0, 1S0,1, 3P0,1, 3P1,1, 3P2,1 and
1P1,0, are taken from the data compilation [54].
3.3 Mixing effects
Let us briefly discuss the mixing effects in the NN− scattering. The point is
that in the general case of the triplet transitions, the orbital angular momentum
is not conserved, since the transitions L = J ± 1 → L′ = J ∓ 1 are allowed.
The possibility of nondiagonal transitions is taken into account by introducing,
at given J , the 2×2 scattering matrix SJL′L. Unitary matrices of this type are
determined, in the general case, by three real parameters. For SJL′L we use the
Stapp representation [66] which was also used for the phase-shift analysis of the
NN–scattering [64]:
SJL′L =
(
a 0
0 b
)(
cos 2ε(J) i sin 2ε(J)
i sin 2ε(J) cos 2ε(J)
)(
a 0
0 b
)
, (3.16)
where a = exp(i3δJJ+1), b = exp(i
3δJJ−1), and ε
(J)is the mixing parameter of the
states with total angular momentum J . In this case, the unitarity condition for
the multipole amplitudes gets more involved and it differs from the standard
Fermi–Watson form (even below the pion production threshold).
In order to discuss the consequences of the unitarity for the γ∗d→ np reaction
amplitudes taking into account the mixing, let us introduce the following states:
|1 >= |NN ; J + 1, 1 >, |2 >= |NN ; J − 1, 1 >, |3 >= |γd;λγ, λd > .
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Then the elements of the scattering matrix Sij for the transitions between these
states must satisfy the unitarity condition SS+ = S+S = 1 (neglecting the contri-
butions of other channels). Taking into account that the S-matrix is symmetrical
due to the T -invariance and accounting for the electromagnetic interaction in the
lowest order on the coupling constant e, we can obtain, in the lowest order of the
perturbation theory, a system of two equations using the unitarity condition:
f
(J)
1 + cos 2ε
(J)e2iδ
J
+f
(J)∗
1 + i sin 2ε
(J)ei(δ
J
+
+δJ
−
)]f
(J)∗
2 = 0,
f
(J)
2 + cos 2ε
(J)e(2iδ
J
−f
(J)∗
2 + i sin 2ε
(J)e[i(δ
J
+
+δJ
−
)]f
(J)∗
1 = 0,
where
δJ+ ≡3 δJJ+1, δJ− ≡3 δJJ−1,
f
(J)
1 =< NN ;L = J + 1, S = 1|S|γd;λγ, λd >,
f
(J)
2 =< NN ;L = J − 1, S = 1|S|γd;λγ, λd > .
If the mixing is neglected, then the solutions of these equations satisfy the Fermi–
Watson theorem, that is:
f
(J)
1 = iG1exp(iδ
J
+), f
(J)
2 = iG2exp(iδ
J
−),
where, in turn, G1 and G2 are real functions of energy that are not constrained
by the unitarity condition and are not correlated. In presence of the mixing the
amplitudes f
(J)
1 and f
(J)
2 cannot be independent.
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Chapter 4
Polarization phenomena
4.1 Scattering of longitudinally-polarized elec-
tron beam
In exclusive deuteron electrodisintegration, all polarization effects induced by the
vector polarization of a particle in the initial or the final state are T-odd and are
determined by the imaginary parts of bilinear combinations of the amplitudes.
We consider here the asymmetry in the scattering of longitudinally polarized
electrons by an unpolarized deuteron target, Σe. As we already discussed in
Chapter 3, only the mechanisms that generate complex amplitudes for the process
γ∗d → np, such as nucleon FSI or the excitation of dibaryon resonances, can
lead to T-odd effects. Therefore, a non-zero value of Σe is the signature of the
mechanisms beyond the one-photon exchange and/or IA.
The asymmetry Σe is determined by the so-called fifth SF α5 [37, 67], see
Eq. (2.11), and has been object of several theoretical studies. In Ref. [67] it
was found, in the framework of a nonrelativistic approach, that the asymmetry
Σe is sensitive to the form factor GEn. Later on other polarization observables
were shown to be more appropriate for the determination of this form factor (see
discussion in section 4.2). A systematic study of the properties of the asymmetry
Σe in the framework of the unitarized RIA has been done in Ref. [68].
In the one-photon-exchange approximation, the cross section for the d(~e, e′p)n
reaction (with unpolarized target) can be written in terms of five independent
contributions:
d3σ
dE ′dΩedΩN
= N [σT + εσL + ε cos(2φ)σP+
+
√
2ε(1 + ε) cosφσI + λ
√
2ε(1− ε) sin φσ′I
]
, (4.1)
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which are related to the hadronic-tensor components, Eq. (2.3), by:
σT = Hxx +Hyy, σP = Hxx −Hyy, σL = −2k
2
k20
Hzz,
σI = −
√−k2
k0
(Hxz +Hzx), σ
′
I = i
√−k2
k0
(Hxz −Hzx).
The asymmetry Σe(φ) is defined as:
Σe(φ) =
dσ(λ = +1)− dσ(λ = −1)
dσ(λ = +1) + dσ(λ = −1) =
=
sin φ
√
2ε(1− ε)σ′I
σT + εσL + ε cos(2φ)σP +
√
2ε(1 + ε) cosφσI
. (4.2)
Due to the φ-dependence, this asymmetry has to be measured in noncoplanar
geometry (out-of-plane kinematics). For φ = −90◦ one finds:
A
′
LT = Σe(−90◦) = −
√
2ε(1− ε)σ′I
σT + ε(σL − σP ) . (4.3)
Another asymmetry, the so-called left-right asymmetry, is defined as:
ALT =
dσ(φ = 00)− dσ(φ = 1800)
dσ(φ = 00) + dσ(φ = 1800)
=
√
2ε(1 + ε)σI
σT + ε(σL + σP )
. (4.4)
Note that in Ref. [69] another notation is used:
fT = cσT , fL = − c
2
W 2
M2
~k2
k2
σL, fTT = −cσP , (4.5)
fLT =
√
2c
W
M
|~k|√−k2σI , f
′
LT =
√
2c
W
M
|~k|√−k2σ
′
I , c =
3α
16π
p
MW
.
The subscripts L and T refer to longitudinally and transverse components of the
electromagnetic current, respectively, and the double subscripts indicate interfer-
ence terms.
The structure function α5 is determined by the interference of the reaction
amplitudes that characterize the absorption of virtual photons with nonzero lon-
gitudinal and transverse polarizations. One finds that α5 ∼ sinϑ for any mech-
anism of the reaction γ∗d → np. The structure function α5 vanishes at proton
emission angles ϑ = 00 and 1800 due to the conservation of the total helicity of
the interacting particles in the process γ∗d → np. The structure function α5 is
nonzero only if the complex amplitudes of the reaction γ∗d → np have nonzero
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relative phases. This is a very specific observable, which has no corresponding
quantity in the deuteron photodisintegration γd→ np.
The study of Σe was firstly suggested (about 30 years ago) for the process
e + N → e′ + N + π [70]. Afterwards it has been discussed in the processes of
the type A(~e, e′h)X where A is a target nucleus and h is the detected hadron
[71, 72], but it has only recently been measured [73, 74, 75, 76].
In this section we calculate Σe in the kinematical conditions of recent exper-
iments. The kinematical conditions of the performed experiments on measuring
the fifth SF are reported in the Table 4.1.
E [GeV] E ′ [GeV] ϑe [deg] Q
2 [GeV2] ε Ref.
0.560 0.4897 40.0 0.128 0.784 [73, 74, 75]
0.800 0.645 31.0 0.147 0.848 [76]
Table 4.1: Kinematical conditions of the experiments on measurement of the
asymmetry Σe: E and E
′ are the energies of the initial and final electron, ϑe is
the electron scattering angle, Q2 = −k2 is the four-momentum transfer squared,
ε is the linear-polarization degree of the virtual photon.
The first measurement of the fifth SF in a coincidence electron scattering ex-
periment with out-of-plane detection of the outgoing nucleon, has been performed
at Bates for the reactions 12C(~e, e′p), d(~e, e′p) in the quasielastic kinematics [73],
but the results for the deuteron target were not published in this paper. The
conclusion of the paper is that, in the quasielastic kinematics, the fifth SF is an
excellent tool for the study and separation of knockout and rescattering ampli-
tudes of the investigated reactions. Other cases, where the fifth SF may be used
to isolate interfering amplitudes, are the separation of resonant from compet-
ing channels in the study of nucleon resonances. The first measurement of the
beam-helicity asymmetry in a p(~e, e′p)π0 reaction has been performed at MAMI
(Mainz) [74]. The importance of this new observable is proved by the fact that
the results of the experiment are in disagreement with three up-to-date model
calculations. This shows the large sensitivity of this observable to the details of
the models.
In Ref. [75] the measurements of the d(~e, e′p)n out-of-plane electron helicity
asymmetry Σe, the helicity-independent cross section, and the derived imaginary
part of the longitudinal-transverse interference response (i.e., the fifth SF) were
presented. The measurements were done in quasielastic kinematics over a range
of recoil momentum pm between 0 and 180 MeV/c. In a more complete paper [76]
the authors present detailed description of the experiment and the analysis of the
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data. Finally, some future prospects for additional measurements are discussed.
Measurements of the d(~e, e′p)n reaction were performed at the MIT-Bates
[21]. Using their notation, the longitudinal-transverse, fLT and f
′
LT , and the
transverse-transverse, fTT , interference SFs at a missing momentum of 210 MeV/c
were simultaneously extracted in the ”dip” region between quasi-elastic ridge and
the ∆− resonance.
The results of our calculations of the asymmetries ALT and A
′
LT for the kine-
matics conditions of the experiment [21] are shown in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2, respec-
tively. The predicted asymmetry ALT is strongly underestimated in our model in
contrast with the Arenhovel’s prediction [21] (their calculations show very little
sensitivity to the two-body currents for the asymmetry ALT ). So, the reason of
this dscrepancy is not clear. The importance of FSI is not large in the region
where pm ≤ 280MeV/c. Beyond this region the role of FSI is appreciably in-
creased. The sensitivity of the asymmetry ALT to the choice of DWFs is not
strong in all investigated region of the missing momentum. The behaviour of the
asymmetry ALT as a function of pm is similar to the Arenhovel’s one and strongly
differs from the behaviour predicted by the relativistic model of the Hummel and
Tjon [77] and the σccl prescription of the de Forest [78]. The predicted value for
the asymmetry A
′
LT is not contradicted to the experimental data. The sensitiv-
ity of this asymmetry to the choice of DWFs appears only in the region where
pm ≥ 280MeV/c. The qualitative behaviour of this asymmetry as a function of
pm, predicted in our model, is similar to the Arenhovel’s prediction.
The asymmetry A
′
LT calculated for the kinematics of the experiment [76] is
presented in Fig. 4.3. This experiment was performed at less missing momen-
tum (pm ≤ 180MeV/c). The kinematics of this experiment were chosen to be in
kinematic regime where the subnuclear degrees of freedom are not expected to
contribute significantly. The predicted asymmetry agree relatively well with the
data. The sign, the magnitude, and the general trend of the calculation are in
agreement with the data. There is no sensitivity of the asymmetry to the choice
of the DWF model at such low values of pm. The behaviour of the asymmetry
as a function of momentum pm calculated by the Arenhovel is similar to one
calculated by us (the Arenhovel’s asymmetry somewhat larger in magnitude at
pm ≥ 150MeV/c). As it was pointed out in Ref. [76], the overall out-of-plane
angular acceptance has a significant effect on the measured values and one has
to take carefully into account the experimental conditions for a meaningful com-
parison. The data reported in Fig. 4.3 are the unfolded data (for the details see
Ref. [76]). It has been shown that relativistic contributions to the nonrelativistic
approach are quite large even at this low momentum transfer [76], and that they
are of the same order as the difference in potentials.
The data [21] agree with the full calculations (improved by including retarda-
tion diagrams) [79]. The calculations of Ref. [77], which do not contain two-body
contributions, fail to describe the data. The conclusion of the paper [21] is that
the data clearly reveal strong effects of relativity and FSI, as well as of two-body
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Figure 4.1: The asymmetry ALT as a function of a missing momentum pm.
The asymmetry is calculated for various DWFs: the Paris (solid line), thr Reid
soft-core (dotted line), charge-dependent Bonn (dash-dotted line). The dashed
line shows the calculation without FSI effects (for the Paris DWF). The Galster
parametrization was used for GEn. The data are taken from Ref. [21].
currents arising from the meson-exchange currents and isobar configurations. The
two-body currents and relativity are extremely important to the understanding
of the deuteron, and thus, more rigorous relativistic calculations including all in-
gredients discussed in this paper are needed. The authors noted the substantial
cancellations between the effects of the two-body currents and FSI.
As a first step towards implementing a systematic program of measurements of
the response functions for nucleon resonances and few-body nuclei, measurements
were made of the fifth SF for the 12C(~e, e′p) and d(~e, e′p)n reactions by using a
specially designed experimental apparatus [76].
Out-of-plane measurements with higher statistical precision have been planned
in the near future, especially in the region of higher missing momentum (≥ 250
MeV/c) and as a function of the energy transfer up to the ∆-resonance region
[80]. These data will clarify the role of the relativity and two-body currents
and provide a detailed understanding of the isobar configurations and possible
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Figure 4.2: The asymmetry A
′
LT as a function of pm. The same notations as in
Fig. 4.1.
knowledge of the ∆−N interactions.
4.2 Scattering of longitudinally-polarized elec-
trons on a vector-polarized deuteron target
The differential cross section of the reaction ~d(~e, e′p)n, where the electron beam
is longitudinally–polarized and the deuteron target is vector–polarized, can be
written as follows
d3σ
dE ′dΩedΩN
= σ0
[
1 + λΣe + (A
d
x + λA
ed
x )ξx + (A
d
y + λA
ed
y )ξy + (A
d
z + λA
ed
z )ξz
]
,
(4.6)
where σ0 is the unpolarized differential cross section, λ is the polarization of
the electrons, Σe is the beam analyzing power (the asymmetry induced by the
electron-beam polarization), Adi (i = x, y, z) are the analyzing powers due to the
vector polarization of the deuteron target, and Aedi (i = x, y, z) are the spin–
correlation parameters. The direction of the deuteron polarization vector is de-
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Figure 4.3: The asymmetry A
′
LT as a function of a missing momentum pm.
The asymmetry was calculated for various DWFs: the Paris (solid line), charge-
dependent Bonn (dash-dotted line). The dashed line shows the calculation with-
out FSI effects (for the Paris DWF). The Galster parametrization was used for
GEn. The data are the experimental results that have been approximately un-
folded to account for acceptance averaging, corresponding to the Table XVII from
Ref. [76].
fined by the angles ϑ∗, φ∗ in the frame where the z axis is along the direction
of the three-momentum transfer k and the y axis is defined by the vector prod-
uct of the detected nucleon and virtual photon momenta (along the unit vector
~n). The target analyzing powers and spin- correlation parameters depend on the
orientation of the target polarization vector. Σe and A
d
i are T–odd observables
and they are completely determined by the reaction mechanisms beyond RIA,
for example, by the FSI effects. On the contrary, Aedi are T-even observables and
they do not vanish in the absence of the FSI effects.
The expressions of the Adi and A
ed
i asymmetries can be explicitly written as
functions of the azimuthal angle φ, of the virtual-photon linear polarization ε,
and of contributions of the longitudinal (L) and transverse (T ) components of
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the hadronic current of the γ∗d→ np reaction:
Adxσ0 = N sinφ[
√
2ε(1 + ε)A(LT )x + ε cosφA
(TT )
x ],
Adzσ0 = N sinφ[
√
2ε(1 + ε)A(LT )z + εcosφA
(TT )
z ],
Adyσ0 = N [A
(TT )
y + εA
(LL)
y +
√
2ε(1 + ε) cosφA(LT )y + ε cos(2φ)A¯
(TT )
y ],
Aedx σ0 = N [
√
1− ε2B(TT )x +
√
2ε(1− ε) cosφB(LT )x ], (4.7)
Aedz σ0 = N [
√
1− ε2B(TT )z +
√
2ε(1− ε) cosφB(LT )z ],
Aedy σ0 = N
√
2ε(1− ε) sinφB(LT )y ,
where the individual contributions to the considered asymmetries in terms of SFs
βi, introduced in Eq. (2.12), are given by
A(TT )x = 4β11, A
(TT )
y = β2 + β3, A¯
(TT )
y = β2 − β3, A(TT )z = 4β7,
A(LT )x = −2
√
Q2
k0
β10, A
(LT )
y = −2
√
Q2
k0
β4, A
(LT )
z = −2
√
Q2
k0
β6, (4.8)
A(LL)y = 2
Q2
k20
β1, B
(TT )
x = 2β13, B
(TT )
z = 2β9,
B(LT )x = −2
√
Q2
k0
β12, B
(LT )
y = 2
√
Q2
k0
β5, B
(LT )
z = −2
√
Q2
k0
β8.
Of course, the expressions for SFs βi in terms of the reaction amplitudes fi
(2.15) are general ones (see Appendix 3) and they do not depend on any details
of the reaction mechanism. The determination of all these SFs constitutes the
complete γ∗ + d→ n + p experiment.
At this stage, the general model-independent analysis of the polarization ob-
servables in the reactions ~d(e, e′p)n and ~d(~e, e′p)n is completed. To proceed fur-
ther in the calculation of the observables, one needs a model for the reaction
mechanism and for the deuteron structure.
The asymmetry Ady has been studied in Ref. [81] using RIA with unitarized
multipole amplitudes. Since SFs, which define the asymmetries for the ~d(e, e′p)n
reaction, are determined by the imaginary parts of the bilinear combinations of
the reaction amplitudes these asymmetries are zero in IA. The calculations of
the asymmetry Ady were performed in the coplanar kinematics at φ = 0
0 and
1800. The values of Q2 = 0.2 and 1.5 GeV 2 correspond to the nonrelativistic and
relativistic regions beyond the quasielastic scattering. The conclusion is that the
investigation of the T-odd asymmetries in the vector-polarized deuteron electro-
disintegration can give important information about the reaction mechanisms,
especially about the importance of the interference of various contributions to
the total reaction amplitude.
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4.2.1 Predictions and results for the reaction ~d(~e, e′p)n
The reaction ~d(~e, e′p)n in the NIKHEF experiment
The sideways asymmetry Aedx has been measured at the NIKHEF accelerator [20],
in the following kinematics : E = 720MeV , ϑe = 40
◦ and E ′ = 610 MeV, Q2=
0.206 GeV2. In Fig. 4.4 the data are shown as function of the missing momentum.
As already pointed out, this observable is especially sensitive to the form factor
GEn . The different calculations correspond to the Paris DWF. The calculation
corresponding to the Galster parametrization [15] with p = 5.6 (solid line) best
reproduces the data. The agreement of the calculation with the experimental
data is excellent, particularly in the quasi-elastic region. The calculations for
the Galster parametrization with p = 10 is represented as dash-dotted line, for
GEn = 0 is represented as the dashed line and for F1n = 0 - as the dotted line.
The sensitivity of the asymmetry to the choice of the DWF model is small. The
influence of the FSI effects is also insignificant. So, the measurement of this
asymmetry in the quasi-elastic region can give a reliable value of the form factor
GEn.
The reaction ~d(~e, e′p)n in the JLab-E93-026 experiment
We calculated the asymmetries for the electron kinematics shown in Table 4.2,
which correspond to the kinematical conditions of the experiment E93-026 at
JLab [23] 1. Note that ǫ ≃ 1 for the quasi-elastic regime.
Q2 [GeV2] E [GeV] E ′ [GeV] ϑe [deg] ε
0.5 2.332 2.063 18.55 0.942
1.0 3.481 2.948 17.96 0.940
1.5 4.232 3.376 19.26 0.923
Table 4.2: Kinematical parameters for the JLab experiment [23].
We report in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 the results for Ax and Az asymmetries, for coplanar
kinematics, as a function of ϑ variable (ϑ is the angle between the virtual photon
and emitted nucleon momenta in CMS of the np–system) in the full angular range,
in order to give a global view of the sensitivity of these observables to different
ingredients of the calculation. The range ϑ ≤ 180◦ corresponds to φ = 0, and the
range ϑ ≥ 180◦ corresponds to φ = 180.
1We are grateful to D. Day for providing us with updated values of the kinematics of the
experiment E93-026.
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Figure 4.4: Data [20] and theoretical predictions for the sideways asymmetry, Aedx ,
versus the missing momentum pm for the ~d(~e, e
′n)p reaction. The asymmetry was
calculated for the Paris DWF and different parametrizations of the form factor
GEn: the Galster (p=5.6) - solid line, the Galster (p=10) - dash-dotted line, 0 -
dashed line, and GEn = −τGMn (or F1n = 0) - dotted line.
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From top to bottom the effects of FSI, of different choices of form factor GEn ,
DWF and GEp form factor are shown. The results for different values of Q
2 (Q2
= 0.5, 1, and 1.5 GeV2) are drawn from the left to the right.
The solid line, in all graphs, corresponds to the Paris DWF [59], to the Galster
parametrization for the form factor GEn (with p = 5.6)[15], and to the standard
dipole parametrization for the form factor GEp . It includes FSI effects.
Both asymmetries show a strong ϑ-dependence, for all considered values of
momentum transfer squared. Switching off FSI (dashed line, top series of figures)
modifies essentially the results at large Q2, in an angular range outside the quasi-
elastic region where the cross section is smaller. The same effect, although less
apparent, applies to DWF choice, as one can see from the the corresponding set
of figures where the results for the Paris (solid line), the Reid soft-core (dashed
line), the Bonn (dotted line), and the Buck-Gross (dashed-dotted line) DWFs are
represented. Two parametrizations of GEp form factor give similar results in the
whole kinematical region (bottom series of figures): the dipole-like (solid line)
and the recent parametrization [55] (dashed line) slightly differ at the highest
values of Q2.
In Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 we restrict the angular domain to the quasi-elastic region.
The main sensitivity to the form factor GEn appears in this angular range, as
shown by the calculations corresponding to the Galster parametrization scaled by
0.5 (dashed line) and 1.5 (dotted line). The calculation for GEn =0 is represented
as dash-dotted line.
Therefore, the reaction ~d(~e, e′p)n, in the quasi-elastic regime, is a good source
of information on the form factor GEn . A better determination of the form factor
GEn might be through the ratio Ax/Az, which does not depend on the electron
helicity.
A similar procedure, firstly suggested in Ref. [17], has been recently realized
for the processes ~e+ p→ e+ ~p [30, 31], d(~e, e′~np) [25, 26], where the ratio of the
x- and z-components of the nucleon polarization has been measured, and for the
~3He(~e, e′n)pp process as well (for the ratio of the x– and z– components of the
~3He polarization [29]).
The above mentioned ratios (in the impulse approximation) for polarized d
and 3He targets, is essentially determined by the ratio of the electric and magnetic
form factors GEn/GMn. From the experimental point of view this measurement
is very convenient as many systematic errors essentially cancel and the analysis
is simplified.
It is evident that in the case of polarized nuclear targets, such as ~d or ~3He, the
ratios of target asymmetries (or neutron polarizations) contain various nuclear
effects, as well as other corrections (FSI, etc).
In the case of a deuteron target the situation is more complicated due, on
one side, to the Fermi motion of the bound nucleons, and from another side, to
the Wigner rotation of the nucleonic spin. The final np−interaction plays also
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Figure 4.5: ϑ-dependence of Ax-asymmetry for Q
2 =0.5, 1, and 1.5 GeV2 are
drawn: from left to right and from top to bottom: - with FSI effects (solid
line) and without ones (dashed line); - for different parametrizations of GEn: the
Galster parametrization (solid line), the same one scaled by a factor 0.5 (dashed
line), the same one scaled by a factor 1.5 (dotted line), GEn =0 (dash-dotted
line); - for different DWFs: the Paris (solid line), the Reid soft-core (dashed line),
the Bonn (dotted line), the Buck-Gross (dashed-dotted line); -for the dipole-like
formula (solid line) and for the parametrization given in Ref. [55] (dashed line)
of the GEp form factor.
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Figure 4.6: ϑ-dependence of the Az-asymmetry. The same notations as in Fig.
4.5.
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Figure 4.7: ϑ-dependence of the Ax-asymmetry in the quasi-elastic kinematics
region. The same notations as in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.8: ϑ-dependence of the Az-asymmetry in the quasi-elastic kinematics
region. The same notations as in Fig. 4.5.
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a role. All these aspects of the deuteron physics should be carefully taken into
account for the extraction of the form factor GEn from the respective polarization
observables in the e− + d→ e− + n + p reaction.
The ratio of the asymmetries can be written as follows [82]:
Rxz =
Ax
Az
=
√
1 + ǫA(0)x +
√
2ǫA(1)x cosφ√
1 + ǫA
(0)
z +
√
2ǫA
(1)
z cosφ
, (4.9)
where A(0)x = 2β13, A
(0)
z = 2β9, A
(1)
x = −2(
√
Q2/k0)β12, A
(1)
z = −2(
√
Q2/k0)β8.
The specific dependence of the ratio Rxz on ǫ and φ is a model independent
result, which is based on the following properties of the hadron electromagnetic
interaction:
• the validity of the one-photon-exchange mechanism for e−+d→ e−+n+p;
• the conservation of the electromagnetic current for γ∗ + d → n + p (the
gauge invariance);
• the P-invariance of hadron electrodynamics;
• the validity of QED for the description of the γee-vertex.
Note that A(0)x and A
(0)
z are determined by quadratic combinations of the
transversal components of the electromagnetic current for γ∗+d→ n+p reaction,
whereas A(1)x and A
(1)
z are driven by the interference of the longitudinal and the
transversal components of this current. Moreover, A(0)x and A
(1)
z vanish at ϑ = 0
◦
and 180◦, due to the helicity conservation for collinear kinematics in γ∗+d→ n+p
reaction. These statements are also model independent.
However, considering the one-nucleon contributions of the electromagnetic
current for the γ∗ + d → n + p reaction, one can expect that its longitudinal
component is determined by the GEn form factor and the transversal one by the
GMn form factor, at least in the Breit system. Therefore, the contributions A
(1)
x,z,
in Eq. (4.9), should contain terms proportional to the product GEnGMn.
The presence of two contributions in both asymmetries, Ax and Az, results
from the specific character of the deuteron dynamics for γ∗+ d→ n+ p reaction
and their relative role is determined by the corresponding model.
In Fig. 4.9 the results for the ratio Rxz are shown at Q
2 = 0.5, 1, and 1.5
GeV2, for different parametrizations of the GEn form factor, with the previous
notations. The sensitivity of this ratio is quite large in the considered Q2 and ϑ
range. Again, at larger Q2 the effects of FSI and DWF choice are negligible in the
quasi-elastic kinematics, making simpler and less model dependent the extraction
of the GEn form factor from the experimental data on the ratio Rxz .
The relative role of the two possible contributions to the asymmetries Ax and
Az is shown in Fig. 4.10. For the region where ϑ 6= 180◦ these contributions are
comparable for the asymmetry Ax, being negative in the region where ϑ < 180
◦.
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Figure 4.9: ϑ-dependence of the ratio Rxz = Ax/Az for different parametrizations
of the neutron electric form factor. The same notations as in Fig. 4.5.
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For the asymmetry Az, the transversal contribution A
(0)
z , related to G
2
Mn, is
essentially larger in comparison with the asymmetry A(1)z .
This method for the determination of the GEn form factor, at relatively large
Q2, from the ratio Rxz = Ax/Az of the T-even asymmetries in ~d(~e, e
′p)n, measured
in the kinematical conditions of quasi-elastic en- scattering, seems promising and
may be comparable in accuracy with the measurements of the GEp form factor
through the recoil polarization method.
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Figure 4.10: ϑ-dependence of the partial structure functions A(0)x (dashed line),
A(1)x (solid thick line), A
(0)
z (dash-dotted line), and A
(1)
z (dotted line) for Q
2= 0.5,
1, and 1.5 GeV2.
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4.3 Proton polarization
The polarization properties of the proton, produced in the d(e, e′~p)n and d(~e, e′~p)n
reactions, are determined by the ~Pij tensor (see Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8)):
~Pij = Tr FiF
+
j ~σ, F = liFi, i, j = x, y, z. (4.10)
The proton polarization vector ~P (multiplied by the unpolarized differential cross
section d3σ/dE ′dΩedΩp) is expressed by a formula similar to Eq. (2.13), replac-
ing the components of the hadron tensor Hij by the corresponding ~Pij tensor
components. The tensor ~Pij can be represented in the following general form:
~Pij = ~ˆkP
(k)
ij + ~mP
(m)
ij + ~nP
(n)
ij .
Assuming the P-invariance of the hadron electromagnetic interaction, we can
explicitate the tensor structure of the quantities P
(a)
ij , a = k, m, n, in terms of
SFs Pi, i = 1−13, which depend on three independent kinematical variables: k2,
W , and t.
P
(k)
ij = P1{kˆ, n}ij + P2{m,n}ij + iP3[kˆ, n]ij + iP4[m,n]ij ,
P
(m)
ij = P5{kˆ, n}ij + P6{m,n}ij + iP7[kˆ, n]ij + iP8[m,n]ij ,
P
(n)
ij = P9kˆikˆj + P10mimj + P11ninj + P12{kˆ, m}ij + iP13[kˆ, m]ij . (4.11)
The expressions for SFs Pi, in terms of the scalar amplitudes, are given in Ap-
pendix 5. We can see that the symmetric parts of the tensors in Eq. (4.11) (which
correspond to eight SFs Pi, i = 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12) determine the components
of the polarization vector of the protons produced in collisions of unpolarized elec-
trons with an unpolarized target, for the reaction d(e, e′~p)n. The antisymmetric
parts of the tensors in Eq. (4.11) (that is, five SFs Pi, i = 3, 4, 7, 8, 13) determine
the components of the polarization vector of the protons produced in collisions
of longitudinally polarized electrons with an unpolarized target, d(~e, e′~p)n.
It can also be shown that eight SFs P1 , P2 , P5 , P6 , P9 − P12 (in the
symmetric parts of the corresponding tensors) determine the T-odd contributions
to the proton polarization P (for the scattering of unpolarized electrons), whereas
the five SFs P3 , P4 , P7, P8, P13 (in the antisymmetric parts of the corresponding
tensors) determine the T-even contributions to the proton polarization P (for the
scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons).
These five T-even SFs are nonzero even when the γ∗ + d→ n+ p amplitudes
are real functions, which is true in framework of IA. In the scattering of the longi-
tudinally polarized electrons, they determine the proton polarization induced by
the absorption of circularly polarized virtual photons (by unpolarized deuterons)
in the γ∗+d→ n+p reaction: the polarization is transferred from the electron to
the produced proton by the virtual photon. The eight T-odd SFs, defined above,
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are nonzero only for complex γ∗ + d→ n + p amplitudes (with different relative
phases).
Due to the tensor structure of the quantities Pij, in the scattering of unpo-
larized electrons by unpolarized deuterons, the polarization component of the
protons which is orthogonal to the γ∗+ d→ n+ p reaction plane is characterized
by the same ε and φ dependences as in the unpolarized case. The polarization
vector of the protons polarized in the γ∗+ d→ n+ p reaction plane (components
Px and Pz) is characterized by two dependences: ε sin(2φ) and
√
2ε(1 + ε) sinφ.
To prove these statements, we explicitly single out the dependence of the pro-
ton polarization on the kinematic variables φ and ε. In the general case, the
vector of the proton polarization can be represented as the sum of two terms:
P(0) and P(λ), where the polarization P(0) corresponds to the unpolarized elec-
tron beam (induced polarization) and the polarization P(λ) corresponds to the
longitudinally polarized electron beam (polarization transfer). So, the compo-
nents of the proton polarization vector P in the reactions d(e, e′~p)n, d(~e, e′~p)n
are given by
P = P(0) + λP(λ),
P (0)x σ0 = N sinφ[
√
2ε(1 + ε)P (LT )x + ε cosφP
(TT )
x ],
P (0)z σ0 = N sinφ[
√
2ε(1 + ε)P (LT )z + ε cosφP
(TT )
z ],
P (0)y σ0 = N [P (TT )y + εP (LL)y +
√
2ε(1 + ε) cosφP (LT )y + ε cos(2φ)P¯
(TT )
y ],
P (λ)x σ0 = N [
√
1− ε2R(TT )x +
√
2ε(1− ε) cos φR(LT )x ],
P (λ)z σ0 = N [
√
1− ε2R(TT )z +
√
2ε(1− ε) cos φR(LT )z ],
P (λ)y σ0 = N
√
2ε(1− ε) sinφR(LT )y ,
where the individual contributions to the polarization vector in terms of SFs Pi
are :
P (TT )x = 4P6, P
(TT )
y = P10 + P11, P¯
(TT )
y = P10 − P11, P (TT )z = 4P2,
P (LT )x = −2
√
Q2
k0
P5, P
(LT )
y = −2
√
Q2
k0
P12, P
(LT )
z = −2
√
Q2
k0
P1,
P (LL)y = 2
Q2
k20
P9, R
(TT )
x = 2P8, R
(TT )
z = 2P4, R
(LT )
x = −2
√
Q2
k0
P7,
R(LT )y = 2
√
Q2
k0
P13, R
(LT )
z = −2
√
Q2
k0
P3.
The expressions for SFs Pi in terms of the reaction amplitudes are general and do
not depend on the details of the reaction mechanism. As explicitly shown in the
Appendix 5, each of the thirteen SFs Pi(W, k
2, t), i = 1− 13, carries independent
information about the scalar amplitudes. Therefore, measurement of all these
SFs is in principle necessary to perform the complete γ∗+ d→ n+ p experiment.
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The polarization transfer to the proton in the reactionsH(~e, e′~p) and d(~e, e′~p)n,
with a beam of longitudinally polarized electrons, was measured in three experi-
ments in quasi-free kinematics [83, 84, 85]. These experiments have been done in
conditions of in–plane kinematics, where the electron scattering plane coincides
with the reaction plane. Moreover, the induced proton polarization was also mea-
sured at MIT. The kinematical conditions of these experiments are presented in
Table 4.3.
Q2 [GeV 2] E [GeV] E ′ [GeV] ϑe [deg] Ref.
0.31 0.855 0.700 43 [83]
0.38 0.580 0.395 82.7 [84]
0.50 0.580 0.395 113 [84]
0.38 0.579 0.379 82.7 [85]
Table 4.3: Kinematics of the d(e, e′~p)n, d(~e, e′~p)n experiments
Previous calculations [4] showed that some polarization observables, in the
quasi-free kinematic region, are insensitive to specific nuclear mechanisms such
as FSI, meson exchange currents, and isobar configurations. Therefore, this kine-
matical region is very well adapted to a reliable determination of the form factor
GEn . Since the same experimental setup can be used for the proton and deuteron
targets, it is possible to compare the measurements on free and bound proton in
two reactions: d(e, e′~p)n, p(~e, e′~p) and d(~e, e′~p)n.
On the contrary, the induced polarization (which is helicity independent, un-
like other polarization components) is very sensitive to the reaction mechanism.
For elastic electron-proton scattering the induced polarization vanishes in the
one-photon-exchange approximation. A value different from zero would sign the
presence of an interference contribution with the two-photon-exchange mecha-
nism.
The main findings from these experiments can be summarized as follows.
The data indicate that the description of quasi-elastic deuteron electrodisin-
tegration reaction in terms of purely elastic electron-nucleon amplitudes is con-
sistent with the spin transfer observables as well as with the cross section.
On the contrary, the predictions of the induced polarization are not consistent
with the data.
The experiments have demonstrated that the proton transfer polarization can
be precisely determined at intermediate energies and that this method is very
powerful for determining GEn and GEp form factors at large Q
2 values.
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According to the Madison convention, the reference system, where the proton-
polarization components are defined, is related to the outgoing particle. The z
′
axis is now directed along the three-momentum of the emitted proton, while the
y
′
axis is normal (as before) to the γ∗ + d→ n+ p reaction plane. Let us define
the proton polarization components in this coordinate frame: Pℓ (longitudinal),
Pt (transverse), and Pn (normal). These components are then related to the
components Px, Py, and Pz by:
Pn = Py, Pℓ = cosϑPz + sinϑPx, Pt = cos ϑPx − sinϑPz. (4.12)
The predictions of our model for the proton polarization components are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.11 for the kinematical conditions of the experiment at MIT [85].
Protons were detected at two angles corresponding to neutron recoil momenta pm
of 0 and 100 MeV/c. The calculations of the polarization transfer components
Pl and Pt describe the data well, but calculations of the induced polarization
Pn at pm = 100 MeV/c underestimated the experimental result. We can see
that contribution of FSI (for the Pl and Pt components) is noticeable only at
pm ≥ 100 MeV/c (which corresponds to ϑ ≥ 200). Our calculations show that
the longitudinal and transverse components are insensitive to the choice of the
NN -potential.
The data in Ref. [85] have been compared with a nonrelativistic calculation
which includes FSI, meson-exchange currents, and isobar configurations, as well
as leading order relativistic corrections from H. Arenhovel. The prediction from
the present model is very close to the one reported in the paper [85].
The calculated Pt-component (Px according to the notation of the paper [83]),
for the kinematical conditions of the experiment [83], is shown in Fig. 4.12. In
this experiment the recoil-neutron momentum pm ≤ 100 MeV/c. Therefore, the
polarization component is insensitive to the choice of the DWF model. The
influence of the FSI effects on this observables is also small.
We calculated the discussed polarization observables for the kinematical con-
ditions of the experiment [84]. The recoil momentum of the neutron was restricted
in this experiment to the range 0−60 MeV/c. So, we averaged the predicted val-
ues over this momentum range. Due to the low value of the missing momentum
the predicted observables are insensitive to the choice of DWF model and to the
inclusion of FSI contribution. The predicted polarization components are pre-
sented in the Table 4.4. We see that the data are consistent with our theoretical
calculations.
A discussion concerning the experimental evidence of the validity of IA in
the quasi-elastic region is given in Ref. [86]. Disentangling medium modifica-
tion of nucleon properties from additional reaction mechanisms remains a central
problem in intermediate energy nuclear physics [86], for which polarization mea-
surements can bring unique information.
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Figure 4.11: ϑ-dependence of the recoil proton polarization components Pℓ (open
squares), Pn (solid squares) and Pt (open circles) in the quasi–elastic region of the
d(~e, e′~p)n reaction from Ref. [85]. The corresponding predictions, for the Paris
DWF are shown (solid lines). The dashed lines correspond to the calculations
without FSI effects.The results for the normal component have been magnified
by a factor ten.
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Figure 4.12: ϑ-dependence of the proton polarization Pt calculated for various
DWFs. Predictions for the Paris wave function (solid line), the charge-dependent
Bonn wave function (dashed line) are almost overlapping. Data and kinematical
conditions are from Ref. [83]
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Q2 [GeV2] Pl Pt Pn
0.38 0.60± 0.07 -0.48± 0.02 0.001± 0.005 Experiment
0.38 0.63 -0.51 -0.008 Theory
0.50 0.77± 0.04 -0.41± 0.02 0.005± 0.005 Experiment
0.50 0.85 -0.43 -0.002 Theory
Table 4.4: The recoil proton polarization observables from the experiment [84]
and from the present calculation averaged over the neutron missing-momentum
range pm=0-60 MeV/c. The calculation corresponds to the Paris DWF.
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4.4 Neutron polarization in case of unpolarized
deuteron target
The polarization of the neutron, emitted in the reaction ~e + d → e + ~n + p, is
determined by the ~Nij tensor:
~Nij = −TrFi~σF+j , i, j = x, y, z. (4.13)
As in the case of the proton polarization, the tensor ~Nij can be represented in
the following general form:
~Nij = ~ˆkN
(k)
ij + ~mN
(m)
ij + ~nN
(n)
ij
and we can express the tensor structure of the contributions N
(k)
ij , N
(m)
ij , and N
(n)
ij
in terms of SFs Ni, (which are determined by Eq. (4.11) after substituting Pi →
Ni). The neutron polarization is also driven by thirteen real SFs Ni depending
on three kinematical variables: k2, W , and t. The formulae for SFs Ni in terms
of the scalar amplitudes are given in Appendix 6.
The measurement of the GEn form factor by means of the recoil–neutron
polarization method in quasi-elastic d(~e, e′~n)p has been recently performed at
JLab [27] for Q2 up to ≃ 1.5 GeV2. The kinematics of the experiment is given
in Table 4.5 and the calculations are presented in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14.
Q2 [GeV2] E [GeV] E ′ [GeV] θe [deg] ε
0.45 0.884 0.646 52.7 0.644
1.15 2.33 1.750 30.8 0.836
1.47 3.40 2.584 23.6 0.887
Table 4.5: Kinematical parameters for the JLab experiment [27].
4.5 Neutron polarization in case of vector-polarized
deuteron target
The polarization state of the neutron, produced in the ~d(e, e′~n)p reaction (deuteron
in this case is vector-polarized), is determined by the ~Nij(~ξ) tensor:
~Nij(~ξ) = −TrFi~σF+j , i, j = x, y, z. (4.14)
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Figure 4.13: ϑ-dependence of the neutron transversal polarization in d(~e, e′~n)p
at the kinematics in Tab. 4.5. The angle ϑ = 180◦ corresponds to quasi-elastic
kinematics, i.e. the neutron and the virtual photon move in the same direction.
Notations as in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.14: ϑ-dependence of the neutron transversal polarization, in d(~e, e′~n)p,
for quasi-elastic kinematics, corresponding to Ref. [27]. Notations as in Fig. 4.5.
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The tensor ~Nij(~ξ) can be represented in the following general form, as it was
previously done for the case of the neutron polarization:
~Nij(~ξ) = ~ξ ~m ~N
(m)
ij + ~ξ~n ~N
(n)
ij + ~ξ
~ˆ
k ~N
(k)
ij .
The tensors ~N
(l)
ij , l = m,n, k can be expanded over a complete set of orthonormal
vectors. For these tensors we have following general structure:
~N
(m)
ij = N
(mk)
ij
~ˆ
k +N
(mm)
ij ~m+N
(mn)
ij ~n,
~N
(k)
ij = N
(kk)
ij
~ˆ
k +N
(km)
ij ~m+N
(kn)
ij ~n,
~N
(n)
ij = N
(nk)
ij
~ˆ
k +N
(nm)
ij ~m+N
(nn)
ij ~n.
The tensors N
(lr)
ij , l, r = m,n, k can be decomposed, in turn, in the way that was
used in the analysis of previous observables. In terms of SFs, we may write these
tensors as follows
N
(mk)
ij = D1kˆikˆj +D2mimj +D3ninj +D4{kˆ, m}ij + iD5[kˆ, m]ij ,
N
(mm)
ij = D6kˆikˆj +D7mimj +D8ninj +D9{kˆ, m}ij + iD10[kˆ, m]ij ,
N
(mn)
ij = D11{kˆ, n}ij +D12{m,n}ij + iD13[kˆ, n]ij + iD14[m,n]ij ,
N
(kk)
ij = D15kˆikˆj +D16mimj +D17ninj +D18{kˆ, m}ij + iD19[kˆ, m]ij,
N
(km)
ij = D20kˆikˆj +D21mimj +D22ninj +D23{kˆ, m}ij + iD24[kˆ, m]ij,
N
(kn)
ij = D25{kˆ, n}ij +D26{m,n}ij + iD27[kˆ, n]ij + iD28[m,n]ij , (4.15)
N
(nk)
ij = D29{kˆ, n}ij +D30{m,n}ij + iD31[kˆ, n]ij + iD32[m,n]ij ,
N
(nm)
ij = D33{kˆ, n}ij +D34{m,n}ij + iD35[kˆ, n]ij + iD36[m,n]ij ,
N
(nn)
ij = D37kˆikˆj +D38mimj +D39ninj +D40{kˆ, m}ij + iD41[kˆ, m]ij.
Thus, the dependence of the neutron polarization on the vector polarization of
the deuteron is determined by forty-one SFs Di, i = 1 − 41. The formulae for
SFs Di in terms of the reaction scalar amplitudes are given in Appendix 7.
The components of the neutron polarization vector, ~P (n), can be written as
Pi(n) = Pijξj. (4.16)
The polarization components have a definite general structure, if we single out
the explicit dependences on the azimuthal angle φ, virtual-photon linear polariza-
tion ε, and contributions of the longitudinal (L) and transverse (T ) components
of the electromagnetic current of the γ∗d → np reaction. As a result, we can
obtain:
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For the Px-component:
Pxxσ0 = N [P (TT )xx + εP (LL)xx +
√
2ε(1 + ε)cosφP (LT )xx + εcos(2φ)P¯
(TT )
xx ],
Pxyσ0 = N sinφ[
√
2ε(1 + ε)P (LT )xy + εcosφP
(TT )
xy ],
Pxzσ0 = N [P (TT )xz + εP (LL)xz +
√
2ε(1 + ε)cosφP (LT )xz + εcos(2φ)P¯
(TT )
xz ],
where
P (TT )xx = D7 +D8, P
(LL)
xx = 2
Q2
k20
D6, P¯
(TT )
xx = D7 −D8, P (LT )xx = −2
√
Q2
k0
D9,
P (TT )xy = 4D34, P
(LT )
xy = −2
√
Q2
k0
D33, P
(TT )
xz = D21 +D22, P¯
(TT )
xz = D21 −D22,
P (LL)xz = 2
Q2
k20
D20, P
(LT )
xz = −2
√
Q2
k0
D23,
For the Py-component:
Pyxσ0 = N sinφ[
√
2ε(1 + ε)P (LT )yx + εcosφP
(TT )
yx ],
Pyyσ0 = N [P (TT )yy + εP (LL)yy +
√
2ε(1 + ε)cosφP (LT )yy + εcos(2φ)P¯
(TT )
yy ],
Pyzσ0 = N sinφ[
√
2ε(1 + ε)P (LT )yz + εcosφP
(TT )
yz ],
where
P (TT )yx = 4D12, P
(LT )
yx = −2
√
Q2
k0
D11, P
(TT )
yy = D38 +D39, P¯
(TT )
yy = D38 −D39,
P (LL)yy = 2
Q2
k20
D37, P
(LT )
yy = −2
√
Q2
k0
D40,
P (TT )yz = 4D26, P
(LT )
yz = −2
√
Q2
k0
D25,
For the Pz-component:
Pzxσ0 = N [P (TT )zx + εP (LL)zx +
√
2ε(1 + ε)cosφP (LT )zx + εcos(2φ)P¯
(TT )
zx ],
Pzyσ0 = N sinφ[
√
2ε(1 + ε)P (LT )zy + εcosφP
(TT )
zy ],
Pzzσ0 = N [P (TT )zz + εP (LL)zz +
√
2ε(1 + ε)cosφP (LT )zz + εcos(2φ)P¯
(TT )
zz ],
where
P (TT )zx = D2 +D3, P
(LL)
zx = 2
Q2
k20
D1, P¯
(TT )
zx = D2 −D3, P (LT )zx = −2
√
Q2
k0
D4,
P (TT )zy = 4D30, P
(LT )
zy = −2
√
Q2
k0
D29, P
(TT )
zz = D16 +D17, P¯
(TT )
zz = D16 −D17,
P (LL)zz = 2
Q2
k20
D15, P
(LT )
zz = −2
√
Q2
k0
D18.
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As it was shown earlier, the components of the neutron polarization, containing
the terms with the longitudinal contribution of the electromagnetic current, are
the most sensitive to the form factor GEn. For coplanar experimental conditions
(φ = 00 or 1800) the following components are nonzero: Pxx, Pxz, Pyy, Pzx, and
Pzz.
4.6 Proton polarization in case of vector–polarized
deuteron target
A new method for determination of the neutron electric form factor has been
suggested in Ref. [87]. This method requires no longitudinally polarized electron
beam and is based on measurement of the polarization of the nucleons (protons
or neutrons) produced in the disintegration of the vector polarized deuteron. The
sensitivity of the spin transfer coefficients to the form factor GEn, as well as to
various parameterizations of the deuteron wave functions has been analyzed for
the case of the reaction ~d(e, e′~p)n. The analysis was carried out in the framework
of RIA. It was shown that in the region of the quasi–elastic peak some spin
transfer coefficients are large and sensitive to the form factor GEn and practically
do not depend on the choice of the deuteron wave function. Later, the outgoing
nucleon polarization in the case of polarized beam and target (the vector and
tensor deuteron polarizations were considered) has been investigated in Ref. [88].
In the numerical applications, they have studied all the nonvanishing components
of proton and neutron polarization in the coplanar kinematics and in the quasi–
elastic region. The calculations were made in the standard theory with emphasis
on the effect of nucleonic and pionic relativistic corrections. It was shown, in
particular, that the longitudinal component of neutron polarization with vector
polarized deuterons is as sensitive to the parametrization of the form factor GEn
as the sideways beam polarization transfer.
In this chapter we present the formulae describing the polarization state of
the proton, produced in the ~d(e, e′~p)n reaction (where the deuteron is vector–
polarized). The polarization of the proton is determined by the ~Pij(~ξ) tensor:
~Pij(~ξ) = Tr~σFiF
+
j . (4.17)
The tensor ~Pij(~ξ) can be represented in the following general form
~Pij(~ξ) = ~ξ · ~m~P (m)ij + ~ξ · ~n~P (n)ij + ~ξ · ~ˆk ~P (k)ij . (4.18)
The tensors ~P
(l)
ij , l = m,n, k can be expanded over the complete set of the or-
thonormal vectors. As a result, we have following general structures for these
tensors
~P
(m)
ij = P¯
(mk)
ij
~ˆk + P¯
(mm)
ij ~m+ P¯
(mn)
ij ~n,
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~P
(k)
ij = P¯
(kk)
ij
~ˆk + P¯
(km)
ij ~m+ P¯
(kn)
ij ~n, (4.19)
~P
(n)
ij = P¯
(nk)
ij
~ˆk + P¯
(nm)
ij ~m+ P¯
(nn)
ij ~n.
The tensors P¯
(lr)
ij , l, r = m,n, k can be decomposed, in turn, in the way that was
used in previous chapter. Then these tensors have the same form as the tensors
N
(lr)
ij (see formula (4.14)), describing the neutron polarization, where SFs Di are
replaced by SFs Bi. Thus, the dependence of the proton polarization on the
vector polarization of the deuteron is determined by forty-one SFs Bi, i = 1−41.
The formulae for SFs Bi in terms of the reaction scalar amplitudes are given in
Appendix 8.
The components of the proton polarization vector, ~P (p), can be written as
Pi(p) = P¯ijξj. (4.20)
The polarization components have definite general structure, if we single out the
explicit dependences on the azimuthal angle φ, virtual–photon linear polariza-
tion ε, and contributions of the longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) components
of the electromagnetic current of the γ∗d → np reaction. The expressions for
the P¯ij quantities can be obtained from the formulae for the Pij quantities by
following substitution Di → Bi. Let us note that the components of the pro-
ton polarization, containing the terms with the longitudinal contribution of the
electromagnetic current, will be the most sensitive to the form factor GEn. For
coplanar experimental conditions (φ = 00 or φ = 1800) the following components
are nonzero: P¯xx, P¯xz, P¯yy, P¯zx, and P¯zz.
4.7 Disintegration of tensor–polarized deuteron
target by unpolarized electron beam
The differential cross section of the tensor–polarized deuteron disintegration by
the unpolarized electron beam (in the coincidence experimental setup) has the
following general structure (where the z axis is directed along the virtual–photon
momentum ~k, and the xz plane coincides with the (~k, ~p) plane):
d3σ
dE ′dΩedΩp
= N
{
σT + A
T
xzQxz + A
T
xx(Qxx −Qyy) + ATzzQzz+
ε
[
σL + A
L
xzQxz + A
L
xx(Qxx −Qyy) + ALzzQzz
]
+√
2ε(1 + ε) cosφ
[
σI + A
I
xzQxz + A
I
xx(Qxx −Qyy) + AIzzQzz
]
+√
2ε(1 + ε) sinφ(AIxyQxy + A
I
yzQyz) +
ε sin 2φ(APxyQxy + A
P
yzQyz) +
ε cos 2φ
[
σP + A
P
xzQxz + A
P
xx(Qxx −Qyy) + APzzQzz
]}
,
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where the quantities Qij , (i, j = x, y, z) are the components of the quadrupole–
polarization tensor of the deuteron in its rest system (the coordinate system is
specified similarly to the case of the np–pair CMS). These components satisfy to
the following conditions: Qij = Qji, Qii = 0.
The general characteristic property of all these tensor asymmetries is that
they vanish in the region of the quasi–elastic scattering. This can be explained
as follows. All the asymmetries are determined by the convolution XµνQµν , where
the tensor Xµν is built with the four-momenta describing the d→ np transition.
Due to the condition PµQµν = 0, the most general form of this tensor is
Xµν = a1gµν + ia2[γµ, γν ] + a3γµpν + a4γνpµ + a5pµpν ,
where pµ is the four-momentum of the neutron–spectator. However, if we take
into account that Qµνgµν = 0, Qµν = Qνµ, then the convolution XµνQµν is
determined by a3, a4, and a5. From the condition PµQµν = 0, it follows that the
time components of the Qµν tensor are zero in the laboratory system. After all,
the convolution XµνQµν turns out proportional to the nucleon–spectator three-
momentum which is zero in the peak of the quasi–elastic scattering.
Thus, in the general case the exclusive cross section of the electrodisintegration
of the tensor–polarized deuteron is determined by 16 independent asymmetries
Amij (W, k
2, ϑ), where i, j = x, y, z;m = T, P, L, I. The asymmetries Amij can be
related to 18 independent scalar amplitudes fi, (i = 1−18) describing the γ∗+d→
n+ p reaction. These relations are:
ATxz = 4
ω
M
Re(f1f
∗
3 + f2f
∗
4 + f7f
∗
9 + f8f
∗
10),
ATxx = |f3|2 + |f4|2 + |f9|2 + |f10|2 − |f5|2 − |f6|2 − |f11|2 − |f12|2,
ATzz = 2
ω2
M2
[
|f1|2 + |f2|2 + |f7|2 + |f8|2 − M
2
ω2
(|f5|2 + |f6|2 + |f11|2 + |f12|2)
]
−ATxx,
AIxz = −4
ω
M
√−k2
k0
Re(f1f
∗
15 + f3f
∗
13 + f2f
∗
16 + f4f
∗
14),
AIxx = −2
√−k2
k0
Re(f3f
∗
15 + f4f
∗
16 − f5f ∗17 − f6f ∗18),
AIzz = −4
ω2
M2
√−k2
k0
Re
[
f1f
∗
13 + f2f
∗
14 −
M2
ω2
(f5f
∗
17 + f6f
∗
18)
]
− AIxx,
AIxy = −4
√−k2
k0
Re(f9f
∗
17 + f10f
∗
18 + f12f
∗
18 + f11f
∗
15),
AIyz = −4
ω
M
√−k2
k0
Re(f7f
∗
17 + f8f
∗
18 + f12f
∗
14 + f11f
∗
13),
ALxz = −8
ω
M
k2
k20
Re(f13f
∗
15 + f14f
∗
16),
ALxx = −2
k2
k20
[|f15|2 + |f16|2 − |f17|2 − |f18|2],
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ALzz = −4
ω2
M2
k2
k20
[
|f13|2 + |f14|2 − M
2
ω2
(|f17|2 + |f18|2)
]
−ALxx,
APxy = 4Re(f5f
∗
9 + f6f
∗
10 + f4f
∗
12 + f3f
∗
11),
APyz = 4
ω
M
Re(f5f
∗
7 + f6f
∗
8 + f2f
∗
12 + f1f
∗
11),
APxz = 4
ω
M
Re(f1f
∗
3 + f2f
∗
4 − f7f ∗9 − f8f ∗10),
APxx = |f3|2 + |f4|2 − |f9|2 − |f10|2 − |f5|2 − |f6|2 + |f11|2 + |f12|2,
APzz = 2
ω2
M2
[
|f1|2 + |f2|2 − |f7|2 − |f8|2 − M
2
ω2
(|f5|2 + |f6|2 − |f11|2 − |f12|2)
]
− APxx.
One can see from this formula that the scattering of unpolarized electrons by
a tensor polarized deuteron target with components Qxy = Qyz = 0, is charac-
terized by the same φ− and ε− dependences as in the case of the scattering of
unpolarized electrons by the unpolarized target. If Qxy 6= 0, Qyz 6= 0, then new
tems of the type
√
2ε(1 + ε) sin φ and ε sin 2φ are present in the cross section. The
asymmetries with upper indices T, P (L) are determined only by the transverse
(longitudinal) components of the electromagnetic current for the γ∗ + d→ n+ p
reaction, while the asymmetries with upper index I are determined by the in-
terference of the longitudinal and transverse components of the electromagnetic
current.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
We developed a relativistic approach to the calculation of the differential cross
section and various polarization observables for the deuteron electrodisintegration
process, e−+d→ e−+n+p. Our formalism is based on the most general symmetry
properties of the hadron electromagnetic interaction, such as gauge invariance
(the conservation of the hadronic and leptonic electromagnetic currents) and P–
invariance (invariance with respect to the space reflections) and does not depend
on the deuteron structure and on the details of the reaction mechanism for γ∗ +
d→ n+ p.
We established a general formalism for the structure of the differential cross
section and various polarization observables. This general analysis was done with
the help of the structure function formalism which is especially convenient for the
investigation of the polarization phenomena in this reaction.
The observables related to the cases of a polarized deuteron target, longitudi-
nally polarized electron beam, polarizations of the outgoing nucleons (proton and
neutron), as well as the polarization transfer from electron to final nucleon and
from deuteron (vector–polarized) to nucleon, and the correlation of the electron
and deuteron polarizations were considered in detail.
For the quantitative estimations of the observables a dynamical model of the
γ∗ + d → n + p reaction was developed: the relativistic impulse approxima-
tion which accounts for four Feynman diagrams: two diagrams represent the
relativized description of the one–nucleon–exchange mechanism, and the others
are the deuteron–exchange and contact diagrams. The deuteron structure is de-
scribed here by the relativistic form factors of the dnp−vertex with one virtual
nucleon. In order to calculate the dependence of these form factors on the nucleon
virtuality we use the approach developed by the Buck and Gross [39]. The result-
ing amplitude for the γ∗ + d→ n + p reaction can be unambiguously calculated
for any values of the kinematics variables Q2, s and t.
The RIA amplitude does not contain the effects of the np → np scattering.
These effects are also included in nonrelativistic models of the deuteron electro-
disintegration in terms of the FSI effects. In relativistic physics, this process
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(the np → np scattering) is required by the fulfilment of the unitarity condi-
tion. This is especially important for the analysis of the polarization effects in
e−+d→ e−+n+p reaction - for example, the asymmetry of unpolarized electrons
inclusively scattered by a vector–polarized target, ~d(e, e′)np.
The proposed unitarization procedure is carried out in the relativistic ap-
proach, for any value of Q2. We also use a relativistic description of the nucleon
electromagnetic current in terms of the Dirac (F1) and Pauli (F2) form factors.
The np phase shifts were taken from Ref. [64].
We calculated the asymmetry Σe for the deuteron disintegration by longitudi-
nally polarized electron beam. It is a T–odd polarization observable determined
by the so–called fifth SF, α5. In impulse approximation this asymmetry is zero.
The predicted value for the asymmetry Σe for the kinematics conditions of the
experiment performed at the MIT–Bates [21] (measurements were done at the
missing momentum of 210 MeV/c) does not contradict the experimental data.
The sensitivity of this asymmetry to the choice of DWFs appears only in the
region where pm ≥ 280 MeV/c. The qualitative behaviour of this asymmetry as
a function of pm, predicted in our model, is consistent with one in Ref. [69]. The
predicted asymmetry for the experimental conditions of Ref. [76] agree relatively
well with the data.
The sideways asymmetry Aedx (the vector–polarized deuteron disintegration by
the longitudinally polarized electron beam) has been measured at the NIKHEF
accelerator [20] for missing momenta less than 200 MeV/c. The agreement of
the predicted Aedx with the experimental data is excellent, particularly in the
quasi–elastic region. The sensitivity of the asymmetry to the choice of the DWF
model is small and influence of the FSI effects is also insignificant. Therefore,
the measurement of this asymmetry in the quasi–elastic region can give a reliable
value of the GEn form factor.
We suggested a method for the determination of the GEn form factor, at
relatively large Q2, from the ratio R = Ax/Az of the T–even asymmetries in
~d(~e, e′p)n reaction, measured in the kinematical conditions of the quasi–elastic
en–scattering. This method seems promising and may be comparable in accuracy
with the measurements of the GEp form factor through the recoil polarization
method.
We calculated the proton polarization in d(e, e~p)n and d(~e, e~p)n reactions and
compared the results with existing experimental data. The calculations of the
polarization transfer components Pl and Pt describe the data, obtained at MIT
in the region of the neutron recoil momenta lower than 100 MeV/c, well, but
calculations of the induced polarization Pn at pm = 100 MeV/c somewhat un-
derestimate the experimental result. The data from Ref. [84] are also consistent
with our theoretical calculations of these quantities.
In conclusion we can say that we developed a fully relativistic model for the
description of various polarization effects in the deuteron electrodisintegration
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reaction. The reliability of the suggested model was tested by comparing the
predicted results of our model with the existing experimental data. The agree-
ment is quite reasonable. This model is especially adapted to the description of
the deuteron electrodisintegration reaction at large Q2 where relativistic effects
must be sizeable.
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Chapter 6
Appendices
6.1 Appendix 1: relations between invariant am-
plitudes and scalar amplitudes
The scalar amplitudes Fi are related to the invariant amplitudes Hi in the fol-
lowing way:
F1 = −H18 − W
ω
~p · ~k
m2
H13 − 2 ~p
2
m2
H14,
F2 =
1
m2
[
~k2
W
ω
H13 + 2~p · ~k(H14 +H15)−Wk0H16 − 2k2H17
]
,
F3 =
1
m2
(
2H17 +
W
ω
H13
)
, F4 =
2
m2
(
H14 +H15
)
,
F5 =
1
2mω
[
2Wk0H13 + 4(k
2H17 + Ek0H16 − ~p · ~kH15) +
+W 2(H8 − k
2
m2
H9 +
Ek0
m2
H11 − ~p ·
~k
m2
H12 − 2~p ·
~k
W 2
H18)
]
,
F6 =
k0
m
(
2H14 −H18
)
− W
m3
(
k2H10 + ~p · ~kH11 − Ek0H12
)
,
F7 = 2
k0
m
H17 − W
4m3
(
~p · ~kH6 + Ek0H7
)
,
F8 =
k0
m
(2H15 +H18) +
W
4m3
(2Wk0 − k2)H6,
F9 = −W
2m
H8, F10 =
1
m2
(
~p · ~kH1 + Ek0H2 + k2H3 + ~p · ~k m
E +m
H8
)
,
F11 =
1
2mω
(4H17 − W
2
m2
H9), F12 = −W
m3
H10,
F13 =
1
2mω
(
W 2
m2
H12 + 4H15 + 2H18), F14 =
W
m3
H11,
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F15 =
1
m2
W
ω
[
H3 +
1
W
~p · ~k
E +m
(
W
m
H9 + 2H17)
]
,
F16 =
1
2m4
[
−~p · ~kH4 − Ek0H5 + ~p · ~k m
E +m
(H6 + 4H10) +
mk0
E +m
(EH7 + 4mH17)
]
,
F17 = − 1
m2
W
ω
[
H11 +
m
E +m
(H8 − k
2
m2
H9 +
Ek0
m2
H11)−
− k0
E +m
(H13 +H16 + 2
k2
Wk0
H17)
]
,
F18 =
2
m2
k0
E +m
[
H14 +H15 +
E
m
(
k2
Ek0
H10 −H12) +
+
2Wk0 − k2
4m2
E +m
k0
(H4 − m
E +m
H6)
]
,
where W is the total energy of the np−pair; E, ω, k0 are the energies of the
nucleon, deuteron, virtual photon in the np− pair CMS, repectively; ~p and ~k are
the 3-momenta of the proton and virtual photon in the final–hadrons CMS.
6.2 Appendix 2: relations between two sets of
scalar amplitudes
Here we give the explicit expression for the nonzero elements of the matrix Mij ,
which relate two equivalent sets of the amplitudes fi and Fj :
M2 5 = M3 9 = M5 1 = M8 5 = M11 9 = M13 5 = M13 7 = M13 9 = M16 7 =
= M18 7 = −M9 1 = |~k|, M13 11 = |~k|3,
M2 6 = M3 10 =M5 2 = M8 6 = M11 10 =M13 6 =M13 8 =M13 10 = M16 8 =
= M18 8 = −M9 2 = |~p| cosϑ,
M1 8 = M4 6 = M4 8 = M4 10 = M6 8 = M7 2 = M10 6 = M12 10 = M14 10 =
= M15 6 = −M17 2 = |~p| sinϑ,
M13 12 = M13 13 =M13 15 = ~k
2|~p| cosϑ,M1 13 =M14 15 = M15 12 =M17 3 =
= ~k 2|~p| sinϑ,
M13 14 = M13 16 =M13 17 = ~p
2|~k| cos2 ϑ,
M2 17 = M3 14 =M5 4 = M16 16 = ~p
2|~k| sin2 ϑ,
M1 14 = M1 17 =M14 16 = M14 17 = M15 14 =M15 16 = M17 4 = ~p
2|~k| cosϑ sin ϑ,
M13 18 = |~p| 3 cos3 θ, M4 18 = |~p| 3 sin3 ϑ, M1 18 = M14 18 = M15 18 = |~p| 3 cos2 ϑ sinϑ,
M2 18 = M3 18 =M16 18 = |~p| 3 cos ϑ sin2 ϑ,
where ϑ is the angle between the 3-momenta of the proton and virtual photon in
the final–hadrons CMS.
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6.3 Appendix 3: expressions of SFs for d(e, e′p)n
and ~d(~e, e′p)n in terms of the scalar ampli-
tudes
Relations between SFs αi (i = 1−5), βi (i = 1−13), γi (i = 1−23), δi (i = 1−9)
and the scalar amplitudes fi (i = 1− 18) determining the γ∗d→ np reaction
α1 =
2
3
[
ω2
M2
(|f13|2 + |f14|2) + |f15|2 + |f16|2 + |f17|2 + |f18|2
]
,
α2 =
2
3
[
ω2
M2
(|f7|2 + |f8|2) + |f9|2 + |f10|2 + |f11|2 + |f12|2
]
,
α3 =
2
3
[
ω2
M2
(|f1|2 + |f2|2) + |f3|2 + |f4|2 + |f5|2 + |f6|2
]
,
α4 =
2
3
Re
[
ω2
M2
(f1f
∗
13 + f2f
∗
14) + f3f
∗
15 + f4f
∗
16 + f5f
∗
17 + f6f
∗
18
]
,
α5 =
2
3
Im
[
ω2
M2
(f13f
∗
1 + f14f
∗
2 ) + f15f
∗
3 + f16f
∗
4 + f17f
∗
5 + f18f
∗
6
]
,
β1 = 2
ω
M
Im(f16f
∗
14 + f15f
∗
13),
β2 = 2
ω
M
Im(f4f
∗
2 + f3f
∗
1 ),
β3 = 2
ω
M
Im(f9f
∗
7 + f10f
∗
8 ),
β4 =
ω
M
Im(f4f
∗
14 + f3f
∗
13 − f2f ∗16 − f1f ∗15),
β5 =
ω
M
Re(f4f
∗
14 + f3f
∗
13 − f2f ∗16 − f1f ∗15),
β6 = Im(f12f
∗
16 + f11f
∗
15 − f9f ∗17 − f10f ∗18),
β7 = Im(f12f
∗
4 + f11f
∗
3 − f9f ∗5 − f10f ∗6 ),
β8 = Re(f12f
∗
16 + f11f
∗
15 − f9f ∗17 − f10f ∗18),
β9 = Re(f12f
∗
4 + f11f
∗
3 − f9f ∗5 − f10f ∗6 ),
β10 =
ω
M
Im(f7f
∗
17 + f8f
∗
18 − f12f ∗14 − f11f ∗13),
β11 =
ω
M
Im(f7f
∗
5 + f8f
∗
6 − f12f ∗2 − f11f ∗1 ),
β12 =
ω
M
Re(f7f
∗
17 + f8f
∗
18 − f12f ∗14 − f11f ∗13),
β13 =
ω
M
Re(f7f
∗
5 + f8f
∗
6 − f12f ∗2 − f11f ∗1 ),
γ1 = 2
[
|f13|2 + |f14|2 − M
2
ω2
(|f17|2 + |f18|2)
]
,
γ2 = 2
[
|f1|2 + |f2|2 − M
2
ω2
(|f5|2 + |f6|2)
]
,
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γ3 = 2
[
|f7|2 + |f8|2 − M
2
ω2
(|f11|2 + |f12|2)
]
,
γ4 = 2Re
[
f1f
∗
13 + f2f
∗
14 −
M2
ω2
(f5f
∗
17 + f6f
∗
18)
]
,
γ5 = −2Im
[
f1f
∗
13 + f2f
∗
14 −
M2
ω2
(f5f
∗
17 + f6f
∗
18)
]
,
γ6 = 2
[
|f15|2 + |f16|2 − |f17|2 − |f18|2
]
,
γ7 = 2
[
|f3|2 + |f4|2 − |f5|2 − |f6|2
]
,
γ8 = 2
[
|f9|2 + |f10|2 − |f11|2 − |f12|2
]
,
γ9 = 2Re(f3f
∗
15 + f4f
∗
16 − f5f ∗17 − f6f ∗18),
γ10 = 2Im(f15f
∗
3 + f16f
∗
4 − f17f ∗5 − f18f ∗6 ),
γ11 = 2Re(f13f
∗
15 + f14f
∗
16),
γ12 = 2Re(f1f
∗
3 + f2f
∗
4 ),
γ13 = 2Re(f7f
∗
9 + f8f
∗
10),
γ14 = Re(f1f
∗
15 + f3f
∗
13 + f16f
∗
2 + f4f
∗
14),
γ15 = Im(f15f
∗
1 + f13f
∗
3 + f
∗
16f2 + f14f
∗
4 ),
γ16 = Re(f7f
∗
17 + f8f
∗
18 + f12f
∗
14 + f11f
∗
13),
γ17 = Re(f5f
∗
7 + f6f
∗
8 + f2f
∗
12 + f1f
∗
11),
γ18 = Im(f17f
∗
7 + f18f
∗
8 + f14f
∗
12 + f13f
∗
11),
γ19 = Im(f5f
∗
7 + f6f
∗
8 + f2f
∗
12 + f1f
∗
11),
γ20 = Re(f9f
∗
17 + f10f
∗
18 + f12f
∗
16 + f11f
∗
15),
γ21 = Re(f5f
∗
9 + f6f
∗
10 + f4f
∗
12 + f3f
∗
11),
γ22 = Im(f17f
∗
9 + f18f
∗
10 + f16f
∗
12 + f15f
∗
11),
γ23 = Im(f5f
∗
9 + f6f
∗
10 + f4f
∗
12 + f3f
∗
11),
δ1 = |f15|2 + |f16|2 + |f17|2 + |f18|2,
δ2 = |f3|2 + |f4|2 + |f5|2 + |f6|2,
δ3 = |f9|2 + |f10|2 + |f11|2 + |f12|2,
δ4 = Re(f17f
∗
5 + f18f
∗
6 + f16f
∗
4 + f15f
∗
3 ),
δ5 = Im(f17f
∗
5 + f18f
∗
6 + f16f
∗
4 + f15f
∗
3 ),
δ6 = Im(f17f
∗
9 + f18f
∗
10 − f16f ∗12 − f15f ∗11),
δ7 = Re(−f17f ∗9 − f18f ∗10 + f16f ∗12 + f15f ∗11),
δ8 = Im(f5f
∗
9 + f6f
∗
10 − f4f ∗12 − f3f ∗11),
δ9 = Re(−f5f ∗9 − f6f ∗10 + f4f ∗12 + f3f ∗11).
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6.4 Appendix 4: relations between the helicity
amplitudes and the scalar amplitudes
h1 =
e
2
[x(f3 + f11) + y(f4 + f12) + f5 − f9],
h2 =
e
2
[x(f3 + f11) + y(f4 + f12)− f5 + f9],
h3 =
e√
2
ω
M
(xf1 + yf2 − f7),
h4 =
e√
2
ω
M
(xf1 + yf2 + f7),
h5 =
e
2
[x(f11 − f3)− y(f4 − f12) + f5 + f9],
h6 =
e
2
[x(f11 − f3)− y(f4 − f12)− f5 − f9],
h7 =
e
2
[y(f3 + f11)− x(f4 + f12) + f6 − f10],
h8 =
e
2
[−y(f3 + f11) + x(f4 + f12) + f6 − f10],
h9 =
e√
2
ω
M
(yf1 − xf2 − f8),
h10 =
e√
2
ω
M
(−yf1 + xf2 − f8),
h11 =
e
2
[−y(f3 − f11) + x(f4 − f12) + f6 + f10]
h12 =
e
2
[y(f3 − f11)− x(f4 − f12) + f6 + f10],
h13 =
e√
2
√−k2
k0
(xf15 + yf16 + f17),
h14 = e
ω
M
√−k2
k0
(xf13 + yf14),
h15 =
e√
2
√−k2
k0
(−xf15 − yf16 + f17),
h16 =
e√
2
√−k2
k0
(xf16 − yf15 + f18),
h17 = e
ω
M
√−k2
k0
(xf14 − yf13),
h18 =
e√
2
√−k2
k0
(yf15 − xf16 + f18),
where x = cosϑ, y = sinϑ (ϑ is the angle between the 3–momenta of the proton
and virtual photon in the final–hadrons CMS), e is the proton charge, k0(ω) is
the virtual–photon (deuteron) energy in the final–hadrons CMS.
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6.5 Appendix 5: expressions of SFs for d(~e, e′~p)n
in terms of the scalar amplitudes
Relations beween SFs Pi, i = 1− 13, and the scalar amplitudes fi, i = 1− 18 :
P1 = −2
3
Im
[
f17f
∗
11 + f16f
∗
10 − f18f ∗12 − f15f ∗9 +
ω2
M2
(f14f
∗
8 − f13f ∗7 )
]
,
P2 = −2
3
Im
[
f5f
∗
11 + f4f
∗
10 − f6f ∗12 − f3f ∗9 +
ω2
M2
(f2f
∗
8 − f1f ∗7 )
]
,
P3 =
2
3
Re
[
f17f
∗
11 + f16f
∗
10 − f18f ∗12 − f15f ∗9 +
ω2
M2
(f14f
∗
8 − f13f ∗7 )
]
,
P4 =
2
3
Re
[
f5f
∗
11 + f4f
∗
10 − f6f ∗12 − f3f ∗9 +
ω2
M2
(f2f
∗
8 − f1f ∗7 )
]
,
P5 = −2
3
Im
[
f17f
∗
12 + f18f
∗
11 − f16f ∗9 − f15f ∗10 −
ω2
M2
(f14f
∗
7 + f13f
∗
8 )
]
,
P6 = −2
3
Im
[
f5f
∗
12 + f6f
∗
11 − f4f ∗9 − f3f ∗10 −
ω2
M2
(f2f
∗
7 + f1f
∗
8 )
]
,
P7 =
2
3
Re
[
f17f
∗
12 + f18f
∗
11 − f16f ∗9 − f15f ∗10 −
ω2
M2
(f14f
∗
7 + f13f
∗
8 )
]
,
P8 =
2
3
Re
[
f5f
∗
12 + f6f
∗
11 − f4f ∗9 − f3f ∗10 −
ω2
M2
(f2f
∗
7 + f1f
∗
8 )
]
,
P9 = −4
3
Im
(
f15f
∗
16 + f17f
∗
18 +
ω2
M2
f13f
∗
14
)
,
P10 = −4
3
Im
(
f3f
∗
4 + f5f
∗
6 +
ω2
M2
f1f
∗
2
)
,
P11 = −4
3
Im
(
f9f
∗
10 + f11f
∗
12 +
ω2
M2
f7f
∗
8
)
,
P12 =
2
3
Im
[
f6f
∗
17 + f4f
∗
15 − f5f ∗18 − f3f ∗16 +
ω2
M2
(f2f
∗
13 − f1f ∗14)
]
,
P13 =
2
3
Re
[
f6f
∗
17 + f4f
∗
15 − f5f ∗18 − f3f ∗16 +
ω2
M2
(f2f
∗
13 − f1f ∗14)
]
,
where M is the deuteron mass and ω = (W 2 +M2 + Q2)/2W is the deuteron
energy in the γ∗ + d→ n+ p reaction CMS.
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6.6 Appendix 6: expressions of SFs for d(~e, e′~n)p
in terms of the scalar amplitudes
Relations between SFs Ni, i = 1 − 13, describing the tensor ~Nij Eq. (4.12) and
the scalar amplitudes fi, i = 1− 18:
N1 =
2
3
Im
[
f17f
∗
11 − f16f ∗10 + f18f ∗12 − f15f ∗9 −
ω2
M2
(f14f
∗
8 + f13f
∗
7 )
]
,
N2 =
2
3
Im
[
f5f
∗
11 − f4f ∗10 + f6f ∗12 − f3f ∗9 −
ω2
M2
(f2f
∗
8 + f1f
∗
7 )
]
,
N3 = −2
3
Re
[
f17f
∗
11 − f16f ∗10 + f18f ∗12 − f15f ∗9 −
ω2
M2
(f14f
∗
8 + f13f
∗
7 )
]
,
N4 = −2
3
Re
[
f5f
∗
11 − f4f ∗10 + f6f ∗12 − f3f ∗9 −
ω2
M2
(f2f
∗
8 + f1f
∗
7 )
]
,
N5 =
2
3
Im
[
f17f
∗
12 − f18f ∗11 − f16f ∗9 + f15f ∗10 −
ω2
M2
(f14f
∗
7 − f13f ∗8 )
]
,
N6 =
2
3
Im
[
f5f
∗
12 − f6f ∗11 − f4f ∗9 + f3f ∗10 −
ω2
M2
(f2f
∗
7 − f1f ∗8 )
]
,
N7 = −2
3
Re
[
f17f
∗
12 − f18f ∗11 − f16f ∗9 + f15f ∗10 −
ω2
M2
(f14f
∗
7 − f13f ∗8 )
]
,
N8 = −2
3
Re
[
f5f
∗
12 − f6f ∗11 − f4f ∗9 + f3f ∗10 −
ω2
M2
(f2f
∗
7 − f1f ∗8 )
]
,
N9 =
4
3
Im
(
−f15f ∗16 + f17f ∗18 −
ω2
M2
f13f
∗
14
)
,
N10 =
4
3
Im
(
−f3f ∗4 + f5f ∗6 −
ω2
M2
f1f
∗
2
)
,
N11 =
4
3
Im
(
f9f
∗
10 − f11f ∗12 +
ω2
M2
f7f
∗
8
)
,
N12 = −2
3
Im
[
f6f
∗
17 − f4f ∗15 − f5f ∗18 + f3f ∗16 −
ω2
M2
(f2f
∗
13 − f1f ∗14)
]
,
N13 = −2
3
Re
[
f6f
∗
17 − f4f ∗15 − f5f ∗18 + f3f ∗16 −
ω2
M2
(f2f
∗
13 − f1f ∗14)
]
.
6.7 Appendix 7: structure functions for ~d(e, e′~n)p
Relations between SFs Di, i = 1− 41, and the scalar amplitudes fi, i = 1− 18:
D1 = 2
ω
M
Re(f13f
∗
17 + f14f
∗
18),
D2 = 2
ω
M
Re(f1f
∗
5 + f2f
∗
6 ),
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D3 = −2 ω
M
Re(f7f
∗
11 + f8f
∗
12),
D4 =
ω
M
Re(f1f
∗
17 + f2f
∗
18 + f5f
∗
13 + f6f
∗
14),
D5 = − ω
M
Im(f1f
∗
17 + f2f
∗
18 + f5f
∗
13 + f6f
∗
14),
D6 = 2
ω
M
Re(f14f
∗
17 − f13f ∗18),
D7 = 2
ω
M
Re(f2f
∗
5 − f1f ∗6 ),
D8 = 2
ω
M
Re(f8f
∗
11 − f7f ∗12),
D9 =
ω
M
Re(f2f
∗
17 − f1f ∗18 − f6f ∗13 + f5f ∗14),
D10 = − ω
M
Im(f2f
∗
17 − f1f ∗18 − f6f ∗13 + f5f ∗14),
D11 =
ω
M
Re(f8f
∗
17 − f7f ∗18 + f12f ∗13 − f11f ∗14),
D12 =
ω
M
Re(f5f
∗
8 + f1f
∗
12 − f2f ∗11 − f6f ∗7 ),
D13 = − ω
M
Im(f8f
∗
17 − f7f ∗18 + f12f ∗13 − f11f ∗14),
D14 =
ω
M
Im(f5f
∗
8 + f1f
∗
12 − f2f ∗11 − f6f ∗7 ),
D15 = 2Re(f15f
∗
17 + f16f
∗
18),
D16 = 2Re(f3f
∗
5 + f4f
∗
6 ),
D17 = −2Re(f9f ∗11 + f10f ∗12),
D18 = Re(f3f
∗
17 + f5f
∗
15 + f4f
∗
18 + f6f
∗
16),
D19 = −Im(f3f ∗17 + f5f ∗15 + f4f ∗18 + f6f ∗16),
D20 = 2Re(f16f
∗
17 − f15f ∗18),
D21 = 2Re(f4f
∗
5 − f3f ∗6 ),
D22 = 2Re(f10f
∗
11 − f9f ∗12),
D23 = Re(f4f
∗
17 − f3f ∗18 − f6f ∗15 + f5f ∗16),
D24 = −Im(f4f ∗17 − f3f ∗18 − f6f ∗15 + f5f ∗16),
D25 = Re(f10f
∗
17 − f9f ∗18 + f12f ∗15 − f11f ∗16),
D26 = Re(f5f
∗
10 + f3f
∗
12 − f4f ∗11 − f6f ∗9 ),
D27 = −Im(f10f ∗17 − f9f ∗18 + f12f ∗15 − f11f ∗16),
D28 = Im(f5f
∗
10 + f3f
∗
12 − f4f ∗11 − f6f ∗9 ),
D29 =
ω
M
Re(f15f
∗
7 + f16f
∗
8 − f13f ∗9 − f14f ∗10),
D30 =
ω
M
Re(f3f
∗
7 + f4f
∗
8 − f1f ∗9 − f2f ∗10),
D31 =
ω
M
Im(f15f
∗
7 + f16f
∗
8 − f13f ∗9 − f14f ∗10),
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D32 =
ω
M
Im(f3f
∗
7 + f4f
∗
8 − f1f ∗9 − f2f ∗10),
D33 =
ω
M
Re(f16f
∗
7 + f13f
∗
10 − f14f ∗9 − f15f ∗8 ),
D34 =
ω
M
Re(f1f
∗
10 + f4f
∗
7 − f2f ∗9 − f3f ∗8 ),
D35 =
ω
M
Im(f16f
∗
7 + f13f
∗
10 − f14f ∗9 − f15f ∗8 ),
D36 =
ω
M
Im(f1f
∗
10 + f4f
∗
7 − f2f ∗9 − f3f ∗8 ),
D37 = 2
ω
M
Re(f14f
∗
15 − f13f ∗16),
D38 = 2
ω
M
Re(f2f
∗
3 − f1f ∗4 ),
D39 = 2
ω
M
Re(f7f
∗
10 − f8f ∗9 ),
D40 =
ω
M
Re(f14f
∗
3 − f16f ∗1 − f13f ∗4 + f15f ∗2 ),
D41 =
ω
M
Im(f14f
∗
3 − f16f ∗1 − f13f ∗4 + f15f ∗2 ).
6.8 Appendix 8: structure functions for ~d(e, e′~p)n
Relations between SFs Bi, i = 1− 41, and the scalar amplitudes fi, i = 1− 18 :
B1 = 2
ω
M
Re(f13f
∗
17 − f14f ∗18),
B2 = 2
ω
M
Re(f1f
∗
5 − f2f ∗6 ),
B3 = 2
ω
M
Re(f8f
∗
12 − f7f ∗11),
B4 =
ω
M
Re(f1f
∗
17 + f5f
∗
13 − f2f ∗18 − f6f ∗14),
B5 = − ω
M
Im(f1f
∗
17 + f5f
∗
13 − f2f ∗18 − f6f ∗14),
B6 = 2
ω
M
Re(f13f
∗
18 + f14f
∗
17),
B7 = 2
ω
M
Re(f1f
∗
6 + f2f
∗
5 ),
B8 = −2 ω
M
Re(f7f
∗
12 + f8f
∗
11),
B9 =
ω
M
Re(f1f
∗
18 + f6f
∗
13 + f2f
∗
17 + f5f
∗
14),
B10 = − ω
M
Im(f1f
∗
18 + f6f
∗
13 + f2f
∗
17 + f5f
∗
14),
B11 =
ω
M
Re(f14f
∗
11 + f17f
∗
8 − f13f ∗12 − f18f ∗7 ),
B12 =
ω
M
Re(f8f
∗
5 + f11f
∗
2 − f7f ∗6 − f12f ∗1 ),
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B13 =
ω
M
Im(f14f
∗
11 + f17f
∗
8 − f13f ∗12 − f18f ∗7 ),
B14 = − ω
M
Im(f8f
∗
5 + f11f
∗
2 − f7f ∗6 − f12f ∗1 ),
B15 = 2Re(f16f
∗
18 − f15f ∗17),
B16 = 2Re(f4f
∗
6 − f3f ∗5 ),
B17 = 2Re(f9f
∗
11 − f10f ∗12),
B18 = Re(f4f
∗
18 + f6f
∗
16 − f5f ∗15 − f3f ∗17),
B19 = −Im(f4f ∗18 + f6f ∗16 − f5f ∗15 − f3f ∗17),
B20 = −2Re(f16f ∗17 + f15f ∗18),
B21 = −2Re(f4f ∗5 + f3f ∗6 ),
B22 = 2Re(f10f
∗
11 + f9f
∗
12),
B23 = −Re(f5f ∗16 + f6f ∗15 + f4f ∗17 + f3f ∗18),
B24 = Im(f5f
∗
16 + f6f
∗
15 + f4f
∗
17 + f3f
∗
18),
B25 = Re(f18f
∗
9 + f15f
∗
12 − f17f ∗10 − f16f ∗11),
B26 = Re(f9f
∗
6 + f12f
∗
3 − f11f ∗4 − f10f ∗5 ),
B27 = Im(f18f
∗
9 + f15f
∗
12 − f17f ∗10 − f16f ∗11),
B28 = −Im(f9f ∗6 + f12f ∗3 − f11f ∗4 − f10f ∗5 ),
B29 =
ω
M
Re(f15f
∗
7 + f14f
∗
10 − f13f ∗9 − f16f ∗8 ),
B30 =
ω
M
Re(f3f
∗
7 + f2f
∗
10 − f1f ∗9 − f4f ∗8 ),
B31 =
ω
M
Im(f15f
∗
7 + f14f
∗
10 − f13f ∗9 − f16f ∗8 ),
B32 =
ω
M
Im(f3f
∗
7 + f2f
∗
10 − f1f ∗9 − f4f ∗8 ),
B33 =
ω
M
Re(f16f
∗
7 + f15f
∗
8 − f14f ∗9 − f13f ∗10),
B34 =
ω
M
Re(f4f
∗
7 + f3f
∗
8 − f2f ∗9 − f1f ∗10),
B35 =
ω
M
Im(f16f
∗
7 + f15f
∗
8 − f14f ∗9 − f13f ∗10),
B36 =
ω
M
Im(f4f
∗
7 + f3f
∗
8 − f2f ∗9 − f1f ∗10),
B37 = 2
ω
M
Re(f13f
∗
16 − f14f ∗15),
B38 = 2
ω
M
Re(f1f
∗
4 − f2f ∗3 ),
B39 = 2
ω
M
Re(f7f
∗
10 − f8f ∗9 ),
B40 =
ω
M
Re(f13f
∗
4 + f16f
∗
1 − f15f ∗2 − f14f ∗3 ),
B41 =
ω
M
Im(f13f
∗
4 + f16f
∗
1 − f15f ∗2 − f14f ∗3 ).
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6.9 Appendix 9: the deuteron spin-density ma-
trix
In this Appendix we give general formulae describing the polarization of the
deuteron.
For the case of arbitrary polarization the deuteron is described by a general
spin–density matrix (defined, in general case, by 8 parameters) which in the
coordinate representation has thefollowing form:
ρµν = −1
3
(gµν − pµpν
M2
) +
i
2M
εµνλρsλpρ +Qµν , (6.1)
Qµν = Qνµ, Qµµ = 0 , pµQµν = 0 ,
where pµ (M) is the deuteron 4-momentum (mass), sµ and Qµν are the deuteron
polarization 4-vector and quadrupole–polarization tensor. The deuteron, there-
fore, is described, in the general case, by vector (three parameters) and tensor
(five parameters) polarizations.
In the deuteron rest frame, the above formula is written as
ρij =
1
3
δij − i
2
εijksk +Qij, ij = x, y, z. (6.2)
This spin–density matrix can be written in the helicity representation using the
following relation
ρλλ′ = ρije
(λ)∗
i e
(λ′)
j , λ, λ
′ = +,−, 0, (6.3)
where e
(λ)
i are the deuteron spin functions which have the spin projection λ on
the quantization axis (z axis). They are
e(±) = ∓ 1√
2
(1,±i, 0), e(0) = (0, 0, 1). (6.4)
The elements of the spin–density matrix in the helicity representation are related
to the ones in the coordinate representation by:
ρ±± =
1
3
± 1
2
sz − 1
2
Qzz, ρ00 =
1
3
+Qzz, ρ+− = −1
2
(Qxx −Qyy) + iQxy, (6.5)
ρ+0 =
1
2
√
2
(sx− isy)− 1√
2
(Qxz− iQyz), ρ−0 = 1
2
√
2
(sx+ isy)+
1√
2
(Qxz+ iQyz),
ρλλ′ = (ρλ′λ)
∗,
with Qxx +Qyy +Qzz = 0.
Polarized deuteron targets, described by the population numbers n+, n− and
n0, are often used in spin experiments. Here n+, n− and n0 are the fractions of
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the atoms with the nuclear spin projection on the quantization axis m = +1,
m = −1 and m = 0, respectively. If the spin–density matrix is normalized to 1,
i.e., Trρ = 1, then we have n+ + n− + n0 = 1. Thus, the polarization state of
the deuteron target is defined in this case by two parameters: the so–called V
(vector) and T (tensor) polarizations
V = n+ − n−, T = 1− 3n0. (6.6)
Defining the quantities n±,0 as
n± = ρije
(±)∗
i e
(±)
j , n0 = ρije
(0)∗
i e
(0)
j , (6.7)
we have the following relation between V and T parameters and parameters of
the spin–density matrix in the coordinate representation (in the case when the
quantization axis is directed along the z axis)
n0 =
1
3
+Qzz, n± =
1
3
± 1
2
sz − 1
2
Qzz, (6.8)
or
T = −3Qzz, V = sz. (6.9)
Sometimes (for example, when calculating the radiative corrections to various
processes) it is convenient to parametrize the polarization states of the particles in
the considered reaction, in terms of the four-momenta of the particles involved.
Therefore, first of all, we have to fix a coordinate system and to express the
polarization in a covariant form, in terms of the particle four –momenta.
Let us consider different (standard) sets of coordinates.
If we choose, in the laboratory system of the deuteron electrodisintegration
reaction, the longitudinal direction ~ℓ along the electron beam and the transverse
one ~t in the plane (~k1, ~k2) and perpendicular to ~ℓ , then
S(ℓ)µ =
2ηk1µ − Pµ
M
,S(t)µ =
V k2µ − (V − V y − 2Q2η)k1µ −Q2Pµ
V d
,
S(n)µ =
2εµλρσPλk1ρk2σ
V d
, (6.10)
d =
√
bQ2, b = 1− y − Q
2
V
η, η = M2/V,
where V = 2k1·P , y = k·P/k1·P and in the laboratory system we have V = 2ME
and y = 1− E ′/E.
One can verify that the set of the 4-vectors S(ℓ,t,n)µ satisfies the following
properties
S(α)µ S
(β)
µ = −δαβ , S(α)µ Pµ = 0, α, β = ℓ, t, n. (6.11)
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One can make sure also that in the rest frame of the deuteron (the laboratory
system)
S(ℓ)µ = (0,
~ℓ), S(t)µ = (0,~t), S
(n)
µ = (0, ~n) ,
~ℓ = ~n1, ~t =
~n2 − (~n1 · ~n2)~n1√
1− (~n1 · ~n2)2
, ~n =
~n1 × ~n2√
1− (~n1 · ~n2)2
, ~n1,2 =
~k1,2
|~k1,2|
. (6.12)
Adding one more four–vector S(0)µ = Pµ/M to this set, we build a complete
set of the orthogonal four–vectors with the following properties
S(m)µ S
(m)
ν = gµν , S
(m)
µ S
(n)
µ = gmn, m, n = 0, ℓ, t, n. (6.13)
This allows to relate the deuteron quadrupole polarization tensor, given in the
arbitrary system, to the one in the laboratory system
Qµν = S
(m)
µ S
(n)
ν Rmn ≡ S(α)µ S(β)ν Rαβ , Rαβ = Rβα, Rαα = 0 (6.14)
because the components R00, R0α and Rα0 identically equal to zero due to con-
dition QµνPν = 0. The tensor Rαβ is the deuteron quadrupole polarization tensor
in the laboratory system.
Consider just one more choice of the coordinate axes, commonly used, where
the components of the deuteron polarization tensor are defined in the coordi-
nate system with the axes along directions ~L, ~T and ~N in the rest frame of the
deuteron, where
~L =
~k1 − ~k2
|~k1 − ~k2|
, ~T =
~n1 − (~n1 · ~L)~L√
1− (~n1 · ~L)2
, ~N = ~n. (6.15)
The respective covariant form of this set reads
S(L)µ =
2η(k1 − k2)µ − yPµ
M
√
yh
S(T )µ =
(V y + 2ηQ2)k2µ − [V y(1− y)− 2ηQ2)k1µ −Q2(2− y)Pµ
V
√
ybhQ2
(6.16)
S(N)µ = S
(n)
µ , h = y + 4
ηQ2
yV
.
These two sets of the orthogonal 4-vectors are connected by means of orthog-
onal matrix which describes the rotation in the plane perpendicular to direction
~n = ~N
S(L)µ = cosψS
(l)
µ + sinψS
(t)
µ , S
(T )
µ = − sinψS(l)µ + cosψS(t)µ , (6.17)
cosψ =
V y + 2ηQ2
V
√
yh
, sinψ = −2
√
bηQ2
yhV
.
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